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Order of Business

Item No. Title Page No.

PART A - OPEN BUSINESS

1. APOLOGIES

To receive any apologies for absence.

2. CONFIRMATION OF VOTING MEMBERS

A representative of each political group will confirm the voting members of 
the committee.

3. NOTIFICATION OF ANY ITEMS OF BUSINESS WHICH THE CHAIR 
DEEMS URGENT

In special circumstances, an item of business may be added to an agenda 
within five clear days of the meeting.

4. DISCLOSURE OF INTERESTS AND DISPENSATIONS

Members to declare any interests and dispensation in respect of any item 
of business to be considered at this meeting.

5. LICENSING ACT 2003: RESTAURANT 2A - 8 CASTLE SQUARE, 
LONDON SE17 1EN

1 - 40

6. LICENSING ACT 2003: SHELL GIPSY HILL - 112-122 GIPSY HILL, 
LONDON SE19 1PL

41 - 91

7. LICENSING ACT: SOUTHWARK PARK LANTERN & LIGHTS, 
SOUTHWARK PARK NORTH SECTION, GOMM ROAD, SE16 2TX

92 - 157
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ANY OTHER OPEN BUSINESS AS NOTIFIED AT THE START OF THE 
MEETING AND ACCEPTED BY THE CHAIR AS URGENT.

PART B - CLOSED BUSINESS

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC

The following motion should be moved, seconded and approved if the 
sub-committee wishes to exclude the press and public to deal with reports 
revealing exempt information:

“That the public be excluded from the meeting for the following items 
of business on the grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of 
exempt information as defined in paragraphs 1-7, Access to 
Information Procedure rules of the Constitution.”

ANY OTHER CLOSED BUSINESS AS NOTIFIED AT THE START OF 
THE MEETING AND ACCEPTED BY THE CHAIR AS URGENT.

Date:  11 September 2018
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RECOMMENDATION

1. That the licensing sub-committee considers an application made by Miamara Limited 
applied for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003 in respect 
of the premises known as Restaurant 2A – 8 Castle Square, London, SE17 1EN.

2. Notes:

a) This application forms a new application for a premises licence, submitted 
under Section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003. The application is subject to a 
representation from a responsible authority and is therefore referred to the sub-
committee for determination.

b) Paragraphs 8 to 11 of this report provide a summary of the application under 
consideration by the sub-committee. A copy of the full application is attached 
as Appendix A.

c) Paragraphs 12 to 19 of this report deal with the representation submitted in 
respect of the application.  A copy of the representations submitted by The 
Metropolitan Police and the Council’s Public Health Department which are 
conciliated are attached to this report in Appendix B, along with the outstanding 
representations from Licensing and Environmental Protection.  A map showing 
the location of the premises is attached to this report as Appendix D.

d) A copy of the council’s approved procedure for hearings of the sub-committee 
in relation to an application made under the Licensing Act 2003, along with a 
copy of the hearing regulations, has been circulated to all parties to the 
meeting. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Licensing Act 2003

3. The Licensing Act 2003  provides a licensing regime for:

 The sale of and supply of alcohol
 The provision of regulated entertainment
 The provision of late night refreshment.

4. Within Southwark, the licensing responsibility is wholly administered by this council.
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5. The Act requires the licensing authority to carry out its functions under the Act with a 
view to promoting the four stated licensing objectives. These are:

 The prevention of crime and disorder
 The promotion of public safety
 The prevention of nuisance
 The protection of children from harm.

6. In carrying out its licensing functions, a licensing authority must also have regard to

 The Act itself
 The guidance to the act issued under Section 182 of the Act
 Secondary regulations issued under the Act
 The licensing authority’s own statement of licensing policy
 The application, including the operating schedule submitted as part of the application
 Relevant representations.

7. The premises licence application process involves the provision of all relevant 
information required under the Act to the licensing authority with copies provided by 
the applicant to the relevant responsible bodies under the Act. The application must 
also be advertised at the premises and in the local press. The responsible authorities 
and other persons within the local community may make representations on any part 
of the application where relevant to the four licensing objectives.

KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION

The premises licence application

8. On 10 July 2017 Miamara Limited applied to this council for the grant of a premises 
licence in respect of Restaurant 2A – 8 Castle Square, London, SE17 1EN. The 
premises are described in the application simply as:

‘…[A] restaurant.’

9. The application and is summarised as follows: 

The supply by retail of alcohol (both on and off sales)
 Sunday to Thursday 08:00 to 23:00
 Friday and Saturday 08:00 to 00:00

The provision of late night refreshment (both indoors and outdoors)
 Sunday to Thursday 23:00 to 23:30
 Friday and Saturday 23:00 to 00:30

Opening hours
 Sunday to Thursday 08:00 to 23:30
 Friday and Saturday 08:00 to 00:30

10. The proposed designated premises supervisor of the premises is Marco Giovanni 
Mario Sandrini who has a personal licence by London Borough of Islington. 

11. The premises licence application form provides the applicant’s operating schedule. 
Parts A, B, C, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, and M of the operating schedule set out the 
proposed licensable activities, operating hours and operating control measures in 
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full, with reference to the four licensing objectives as stated in the Licensing Act 
2003. Should a premises licence be issued in respect of the application the 
information provided in part M of the operating schedule will form the basis of 
conditions that will be attached to any licence granted subsequent to the application. 
A copy of the application is attached to this report in Appendix A. 

Representations from responsible authorities

12. A representation has been submitted by the Metropolitan Police (licensing unit).  The 
representation requests additional conditions to be added to the operating schedule. 
The applicant’s agent has agreed to the conditions and the representation has been 
subsequently withdrawn. A copy of the representation and subsequent withdrawal 
are attached to this report in Appendix B.

13. A representation has been submitted by this council’s public health authority. The 
representation has concerns in relation to the availability of alcohol within the hours 
applied. The applicant’s agent has agreed to the conditions and the representation 
has been subsequently withdrawn. A copy of the representation and subsequent 
withdrawal are attached to this report in Appendix B.

14. A representation has been received from the licensing authority within concern 
regarding the hours in the application. Further conditions have been requested from 
the applicant’s agent. A copy of the representation is attached to this report in 
Appendix B.

15. A representation has been received from this council’s environmental protection 
team. Concerns remain regarding the use of the external area. The representation is 
available in Appendix B.

16. A letter has been received from the council’s planning department. This has not been 
accepted as a representation, but is available for members’ information in Appendix 
C. 

Representations from other persons

17. No other representations have been received.

Conciliation

18. The applicant’s agent was sent copies of the representations that were submitted.  
The representations from the Police and Public Health have been conciliated and 
subsequently withdrawn. The following additional conditions have been agreed:

 A CCTV system will be installed at the premises and will be maintained in good 
working order to the satisfaction of the Metropolitan Police and be continually 
recording at all times the premises are in use under the licence. The CCTV System 
must be capable of capturing a clear facial image of every person who enters the 
premises and all licensable areas including any outside areas;

 CCTV footage shall be kept for a period of thirty one (31) days and shall, upon 
request be made immediately available to Officers of the Police and the Council;

 Clear and legible notices will be prominently displayed at all exits asking customers 
to respect local residents and to leave quietly;

 Alcohol sold for consumption off the premises will only be to:
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a) persons purchasing a takeaway meal and will be ancillary to that meal. 
Or

b) Persons who are seated at tables lawfully placed in the external area 
marked on the plan by waiter/waitress service

 Substantial food will be available at all times the premises are open;
 Prior to 11:00 and after 22:00, each day, alcohol will only be sold with table meals, 

for consumption ancillary to this food, or having already been eaten;
 Save for persons waiting for a table or consuming drinks following their meal at the 

bar alcohol will be supplied by waiter/waitress to persons seated at tables; 
 The maximum number of persons, excluding staff, to be present on the premises 

(including the external dining area) at any one time shall not exceed 150 persons;
 The external area will be managed and any customers causing nuisance will be 

required to leave;
 Any complaints received concerning nuisance will be recorded and appropriate 

action taken. A record will be kept for 6 months and made immediately available for 
inspection by officers of the Council or police on request.

19. Communications have taken place between licensing and the applicant’s agent. At 
the time this report went to print, the representation had not been withdrawn.  In 
relation to the representation from environmental protection, the applicant has 
refused to restrict the use of the external area after 22:00, contrary to the Southwark 
Licensing Policy. This remains the main outstanding issue.

Premises history

20. This is a brand new premises in a new-build development, with no former history of 
having been licensed previously. 

21. There is no history of complaints associated with the premises received by the 
Licensing Authority. However, the council has received complaints regarding noise 
and anti-social behaviour in the Castle Square area immediately adjacent to the 
premises.

Map

22. A map showing the location of the premises is attached to this report as Appendix D. 
There are many licenced premises in the local area. An example of premises in the 
immediate vicinity, are:

TUPI - 2 Castle Square, Elephant Road, SE17 1EN
The sale by retail of alcohol (both on and off sales)
Monday to Sunday from 10:00 to 23:00

Naranjo Restaurant - 113c Elephant Road, SE17 1LB
The sale by retail of alcohol (on sales only)
Monday to Sunday from 07:00 to 22:30

Sainsbury's Supermarkets Ltd - 40 New Kent Road, SE1 6TJ
The sale by retail of alcohol (off sales only)
Monday to Sunday from 06:00 to 00:00

DISTRIANDINA - Unit 6, Farrell Court, Elephant Road, SE17 1LB
The sale by retail of alcohol (both on and off sales)
Sunday to Thursday from 08:00 to 03:00
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Friday and Saturday from 08:00 to 04:00

The provision of late night refreshment
Sunday to Thursday from 23:00 to 03:00
Friday and Saturday from 23:00 to 04:00

The provision of regulated entertainment in the form of live and recorded music, 
films, performances of dance and anything similar
Sunday to Thursday from 08:00 to 03:00
Friday and Saturday from 08:00 to 04:00

Corsica Studios - Unit 4 & 5, Farrell Court, Elephant Road, SE17 1LB
The sale by retail of alcohol (both on and off sales)
Monday to Wednesday from 09:00 to 02:30
Thursday from 09:00 to 03:30
Friday from 09:00 to 00:00
Saturday from 00:00 to 00:00
Sunday from 00:00 to 02:30

The provision of late night refreshment
Monday to Wednesday from 23:00 to 02:30
Thursday from 23:00 to 03:30
Friday and Saturday from 23:00 to 05:00
Sunday from 23:00 to 02:30

The provision of regulated entertainment in the form of live and recorded music, 
films, performances of dance and anything similar
Monday to Wednesday from 09:00 to 02:30
Thursday from 09:00 to 03:30
Friday from 09:00 to 00:00
Saturday from 00:00 to 00:00
Sunday from 00:00 to 02:30

Lost Rivers - Elephant Road, SE17 1AY
The sale by retail of alcohol (both on and off sales)
Monday to Thursday from 11:00 to 23:30
Friday and Saturday from 11:00 to 00:30
Sunday from 11:00 to 23:00

The provision of late night refreshment
Monday to Thursday from 23:00 to 23:30
Friday and Saturday from 23:00 to 00:30

The provision of regulated entertainment in the form of live and recorded music, 
films, plays, performances of dance and anything similar
Monday to Thursday from 10:00 to 23:30
Friday and Saturday from 10:00 to 00:30
Sunday from 10:00 to 23:00

Southwark council statement of licensing policy

23. Council assembly approved Southwark’s statement of licensing policy 2011-14 on 
12 October 2011 council assembly approved Southwark’s statement of licensing 
policy 2016-20 on 25 November 2015. The policy came into effect on 1 January 
2016. 
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24. Further sections of the statement that are considered to be of particular relevance to 

the sub-committee’s consideration are:

 Section 3 - Purpose and Scope of the Policy – Which reinforces the four licensing 
objectives and the fundamental principles upon which this authority relies in 
determining licence applications

 Section 5 – Determining Applications for Premises Licences and Club Premises 
certificates - Which explains how the policy works and considers issues such as 
location; high standards of management; and the principles behind condition setting.

 Section 6 – Local Cumulative Impact Policies – Which sets out this authority’s 
approach to cumulative impact and defines the boundaries of the current special 
policy areas and the classifications of premises to which they apply. To be read in 
conjunction with Appendix B to the policy

 Section 7 – Hours of Operation – Which provides a guide to the hours of licensed 
operation that this authority might consider appropriate by type of premises and 
(planning) area classification.

 Section 8 – The Prevention of Crime and Disorder – Which provides general 
guidance on the promotion of the first licensing objective

 Section 9 – Public Safety – Which provides general guidance on the promotion of 
the second licensing objective

 Section 10 – The Prevention of Nuisance – Which provides general guidance on the 
promotion of the third licensing objective

 Section 11 – The Protection of Children from Harm – Which provides general 
guidance on the promotion of the fourth licensing objective.

25. The purpose of Southwark’s statement of licensing policy is to make clear to 
applicants what considerations will be taken into account when determining 
applications and should act as a guide to the sub-committee when considering the 
applications. However, the sub-committee must always consider each application on 
its own merits and allow exceptions to the normal policy where these are justified by 
the circumstances of the application.

26. Within Southwark’s Statement of Licensing Policy, the premises are identified as 
being outside of a cumulative impact zone and inside the Elephant and Castle Major 
Town Centre Area. Relevant closing times recommended in the Statement of 
Licensing Policy for restaurants and cafes:

 Sunday to Thursday 00:00
 Friday and Saturday 01:00

Resource implications

27. A fee of £315.00 has been paid by the applicant company in respect of this 
application being the statutory fee payable for premises within non-domestic rateable 
value bands D/E. 
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Consultations

28. Consultation has been carried out on this application in accordance with the 
provisions of the Licensing Act 2003. A public notice was published in a local 
newspaper and similar notices were exhibited outside of the premises for a period of 
28 consecutive days.

Community impact statement

29. Each application is required by law to be considered upon its own individual merits 
with all relevant matters taken into account.

SUPPLEMENTARY ADVICE FROM OTHER OFFICERS

Director of Law & Democracy

30. The sub-committee is asked to determine the application for a premises licence 
under section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003.

31. The principles which sub-committee members must apply are set out below.

Principles for making the determination

32. The general principle is that applications for premises licence applications must be 
granted unless relevant representations are received. This is subject to the proviso 
that the applicant has complied with regulations in advertising and submitting the 
application.

33. Relevant representations are those which:

 Are about the likely effect of the granting of the application on the promotion 
of the licensing objectives

 Are made by an interested party or responsible authority
 Have not been withdrawn
 Are not, in the opinion of the relevant licensing authority, frivolous or vexatious

34. If relevant representations are received then the sub-committee must have regard to 
them, in determining whether it is necessary for the promotion of the licensing 
objectives to:

 to grant the licence subject to:

o The conditions mentioned in section 18 (2)(a) modified to such extent as 
the licensing authority considers necessary for the promotion of the 
licensing objectives

o Any condition which must under section 19, 20 or 21 be included in the 
licence

 to exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable activities to which 
the application relates

 to refuse to specify a person in the licence as the premises supervisor
 to reject the application.
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Conditions

35. The sub-committee’s discretion is thus limited. It can only modify the conditions put 
forward by the applicant, or refuse the application, if it is necessary to do so. 
Conditions must be necessary and proportionate for the promotion of one of the four 
licensing objectives, and not for any other reason. Conditions must also be within the 
control of the licensee, and should be worded in a way which is clear, certain, 
consistent and enforceable.

36. The four licensing objectives are:

 The prevention of crime and disorder
 Public safety
 The prevention of nuisance
 The protection of children from harm.

37. Members should note that each objective is of equal importance. There are no other 
licensing objectives, and the four objectives are paramount considerations at all 
times.

38. Conditions will not be necessary if they duplicate a statutory position. Conditions 
relating to night café and take away aspect of the license must relate to the night 
time operation of the premises and must not be used to impose conditions which 
could not be imposed on day time operators.

39. Members are also referred to the Home Office Revised Guidance issued under 
section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 on conditions, specifically section 10.

Reasons

40. If the sub-committee determines that it is necessary to modify the conditions, or to 
refuse the application for a premises licence application, it must give reasons for its 
decision.

Hearing procedures

41. Subject to the licensing hearing regulations, the licensing committee may determine 
its own procedures. Key elements of the regulations are that:

 The hearing shall take the form of a discussion led by the authority. Cross 
examination shall not be permitted unless the authority considered that it is 
required for it to consider the representations.

 Members of the authority are free to ask any question of any party or other 
person appearing at the hearing.

 The committee must allow the parties an equal maximum period of time in 
which to exercise their rights to:

o Address the authority
o If given permission by the committee, question any other party.
o In response to a point which the authority has given notice it will require 

clarification, give further information in support of their application.
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 The committee shall disregard any information given by a party which is not 
relevant to the particular application before the committee and the licensing 
objectives.

 The hearing shall be in public, although the committee may exclude the public 
from all or part of a hearing where it considers that the public interest in doing 
so outweighs the public interest in the hearing, or that part of the hearing, 
taking place in private.

 In considering any representations or notice made by a party the authority may 
take into account documentary or other information produced by a party in 
support of their application, representations or notice (as applicable) either 
before the hearing or, with the consent of all the other parties, at the hearing.

42. This matter relates to the determination of an application for a premises licence 
under section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003. Regulation 26(1) (a) requires the sub-
committee to make its determination at the conclusion of the hearing.

Council’s multiple roles and the role of the licensing sub-committee

43. Sub-committee members will note that, in relation to this application, the council has 
multiple roles. Council officers from various departments have been asked to 
consider the application from the perspective of the council as authority responsible 
respectively for environmental health, trading standards, health and safety and as 
the planning authority.

44. Members should note that the licensing sub-committee is meeting on this occasion 
solely to perform the role of licensing authority. The sub-committee sits in quasi-
judicial capacity, and must act impartially. It must offer a fair and unbiased hearing of 
the application. In this case, members should disregard the council’s broader policy 
objectives and role as statutory authority in other contexts. Members must direct 
themselves to making a determination solely based upon the licensing law, guidance 
and the council’s statement of licensing policy.

45. As a quasi-judicial body the licensing sub-committee is required to consider the 
application on its merits. The sub-committee must take into account only relevant 
factors, and ignore irrelevant factors. The decision must be based on evidence, that 
is to say material, which tends logically to show the existence or non-existence of 
relevant facts, or the likelihood or unlikelihood of the occurrence of some future 
event, the occurrence of which would be relevant. The licensing sub-committee must 
give fair consideration to the contentions of all persons entitled to make 
representations to them.

46. The licensing sub-committee is entitled to consider events outside of the premises if 
they are relevant, i.e. are properly attributable to the premises being open. The 
proprietors do not have to be personally responsible for the incidents for the same to 
be relevant. However, if such events are not properly attributable to the premises 
being open, then the evidence is not relevant and should be excluded. Guidance is 
that the licensing authority will primarily focus on the direct impact of the activities 
taking place at the licensed premises on members of the public, living, working or 
engaged in normal activity in the area concerned.

47. Members will be aware of the council’s code of conduct which requires them to 
declare personal and prejudicial interests. The code applies to members when 
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considering licensing applications. In addition, as a quasi-judicial body, members are 
required to avoid both actual bias, and the appearance of bias.

The sub-committee can only consider matters within the application that have been 
raised through representations from other persons and responsible authorities. Other 
persons must live in the vicinity of the premises. This will be decided on a case to 
case basis.

48. Under the Human Rights Act 1998. The sub-committee needs to consider the 
balance between the rights of the applicant and those making representations to the 
application when making their decision. The sub-committee has a duty under section 
17 Crime and Disorder Act 1998 when making its decision to do all it can to prevent 
crime and disorder in the borough.

49. Other persons, responsible authorities and the applicant have the right to appeal the 
decision of the sub-committee to the magistrates’ court within a period of 21 days 
beginning with the day on which the applicant was notified by the licensing authority 
of the decision to be appealed against.

Guidance

50. Members are required to have regard to the DCMS guidance in carrying out the 
functions of licensing authority. However, guidance does not cover every possible 
situation, so long as the guidance has been properly and carefully understood, 
members may depart from it if they have reason to do so. Full reasons must be given 
if this is the case.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

Background Papers Held At Contact
Licensing Act 2003
DCMS Guidance to the Act
Secondary Regulations
Southwark statement of licensing 
Policy Case file

Southwark Licensing, C/O 
Community Safety &
Enforcement, 160 Tooley
Street, London, SE1 2QH

Kirty Read
T        Tel: 020 7525 5748

APPENDICES

Name Title
Appendix A Application for a  premises licence 
Appendix B Representations submitted by Responsible Authorities – the 

Metropolitan Police and the Council’s Public Health Department, 
Licensing and EPT

Appendix C A letter from Planning
Appendix D Map of the local area
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

10/07/2018
Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003 
Ref No. 1053179

Name of Applicant

Please enter the name(s) who is applying for a premises licence under section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003
and am making this application to you as the relevant licensing authority in accordance with section 12 of the
Licensing Act 2003

Miamara Limited

Premises Details

Non-domestic rateable value of premises in order to see your rateable value click here (opens in new window)

£ 33,001
Band D and E only applies to premises which uses exclusively or primarily for the
supply of alcohol for 
consumption on the premises

Premises trading name

Restaurant 2A

Postal address of premises or, if none, ordnance survey map reference or description

Address Line 1 8 CASTLE SQUARE
Address Line 2
Town LONDON
County
Post code SE17 1EN
Ordnance survey
map reference
Description of the
location
Telephone number

Applicant Details

Please select whether you are applying for a premises licence as

a person other than an individual (limited company, partnership etc)

APPENDIX A
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

If you are applying as an individual or non-individual please select one of the following:-

I am making the application pursuant to a statutory function

Other Applicants

Personal Details - First Entry

Name Miamara Limited

Address - First Entry

Street number or
building name

Global House

Street Description 303 Ballards Lane
Town London
County
Post code N12 8NP
Registered number (
where applicable )

11114507

Description of
applicant ( for
example,
partnership,
company,
unincorporated
association etc )

Private Limited Company

Contact Details - First Entry

Telephone number
Email address

Operating Schedule

When do you want the premises licence to start?

09/08/2018

If you wish the licence to be valid only for a limited period, when do you want it to end?

General description of premises ( see guidance note 1 )
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

Restaurant

If 5,000 or more people are expected to attend the premises at any one time please use the drop down below
to select the number.

Less than 5000

Operating Schedule part 2

What licensable activities do you intend to carry on from the premises?

(Please see sections 1 and 14 of the Licensing Act 2003 and schedule 1 and 2 of the 
Licensing Act 2003)

Provision of regulated entertainment (Please read guidance note 2)

Provision of late night refreshment

i) Late night refreshment

Supply of alcohol

j) Supply of alcohol

I - Late Night Refreshment

Will the provision of late night refreshment take place indoors or outdoors or both? ( Please read guidance
note 3 )

Both

Please give further details here ( Please read guidance note 4 )

Restaurant
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

Standard days & timings for Late night refreshment (Late night start time is from 23.00, see guidance notes 7)

Day Start Finish
Mon 23:00 23:30
Tues 23:00 23:30
Wed 23:00 23:30
Thur 23:00 23:30
Fri 23:00 00:00
Sat 00:00 00:30

23:00 00:00
Sun 00:00 00:30

23:00 23:30

State any seasonal variations for the provision of late night refreshment ( Please read guidance note 5 )

Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises for the provision of late night refreshmentat
different times, to those listed. Please list, ( Please read guidance note 6 )

J - Supply of Alcohol

Will the supply of alcohol be for consumption ( Please read guidance note 8)

Both

Standard days and timings for Supply of alcohol ( Please read guidance note 7)

Day Start Finish
Mon 08:00 23:00
Tues 08:00 23:00
Wed 08:00 23:00
Thur 08:00 23:00
Fri 08:00 00:00
Sat 08:00 00:00
Sun 08:00 23:00

State any seasonal variations for the supply of alcohol ( Please read guidance 5)
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises for the supply of alcohol at different times to
those listed. Please list, ( Please read guidance note 6 )

Please download and then upload the consent form completed by the designated proposed premises
supervisor

Premises Supervisor

Full name of proposed designated premises supervisor

First names Marco Giovanni Mario
Surname Sandrini

DOB

Date Of Birth 26/08/1969

Address of proposed designated premises supervisor

Street number or
Building name
Street Description
Town
County
Post code

Personal licence number of proposed designated premises supervisor, if any,

Personal licence
number ( if known )
Issuing authority ( if
known )

London Borough of Islington

K

Please highlight any adult entertainment or services, activities, other entertainment or matters ancillary to the
use of the premises that may give rise to concern in respect of children ( Please read guidance note 9)

None
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

L - Hours premises are open to public

Hours premises are open to the public ( standard timings Please read guidance note 7 )

Day Start Finish
Mon 08:00 23:30
Tues 08:00 23:30
Wed 08:00 23:30
Thur 08:00 23:30
Fri 08:00 00:00
Sat 00:00 00:30

08:00 00:00
Sun 00:00 00:30

08:00 23:30

State any seasonal variations ( Please read guidance note 5 )

Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises to be open to the public at different times from
those listed. Please list, ( Please read guidance note 6 )

M - Steps to promote four licencing objectives

a) General - all four licensing objectives (b,c,d,e) ( Please read guidance note 10 )

Premises will operate as a restaurant with waiter/ waitress service to persons seated at
tables.
Conditions will be discussed with the police and licensing authority during the
consultation process. 

ALCOHOL ONLY TO BE SERVED BEFORE 11AM WITH A TABLE MEAL.

b) the prevention of crime and disorder

See A above

c) public safety

Food Safety and Health and Safety Certificates will be obtained, and risk assessments
carried out as necessary.

d) the prevention of public nuisance
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

See A above

e) the protection of children from harm

See A above
Premises will operate with a challenge 25 age verification policy

Please upload a plan of the premises

Castle-Square-Final-plan.pdf

Please upload any additional information i.e. risk assessments

Checklist

I have enclosed the plan of the premises.
I understand that if I do not comply with the above requirements my application<br> will
be rejected.
I understand that I must now advertise my application (In the local paper within 14 days
of applying

Home Office Declaration

Please tick to indicate agreement

I am a company or limited liability partnership

Declaration

I agree to the above statement

Yes
PaymentDescription 10093342129, ,
AuthCode 018390
LicenceReference ks102 94212

PaymentContactEmail

Please provide name of applicant (the current premises licence holder) or applicant's solicitor or other duly
authorised agent (please read guidance note 12). If completing on behalf of the applicant, please state in what
capacity.

Full name Angela Message
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

Date
(DD/MM/YYYY)

10/07/2018

Capacity Licensing Co ordinator - Authorised agent for applicant Keystone Law Limited

Where the premises licence is jointly held, enter the 2nd applicant (the current premises licence holder) or 2nd
applicant's solicitor or other authorised agent (guidance note 13). If completing on behalf of the applicant state
in what capacity

Full name Miamara Limited
Date
(DD/MM/YYYY)
Capacity London

Contact name (where not previously given) an address for correspondence associated with this application
(please read guidance note 14)

Contact name and
address for
correspondence

Angie Message
Keystone Law Limited
48 Chancery lane
London
WC2A 1JF

Telephone No.
If you prefer us to
correspond with you
by e-mail, your email
address (optional)

The information you provide will be used fairly and lawfully and Southwark Council will not knowingly do
anything which may lead to a breach of the Data Protection Act 1998.
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Working for a safer Southwark 

The Licensing Unit Metropolitan Police Service 
Floor 3 Licensing Office 
160 Tooley Street Southwark Police Station, 

London 
SE1 2QH 

323 Borough High Street, 
LONDON, 
SE1 1JL 

Tel:     020 7232 6756  
Email: SouthwarkLicensing@met.police.uk

Our reference: MD/3180/18 

Date: 07/08/2018

Re:- Restaurant 2A, 8 Castle Square, London SE17 1EN  

Dear Sir/Madam 

Police are in receipt of an application from the above for a new premises licence to operate 
as a restaurant with the following timings 

The operating schedule indicates that this is for restaurant premises, the application contains 
minimal in suggested control measures in order to restrict the operation to this specific 
manner.  
The police object to the granting of the licence in its current format and would like to the the 
following conditions the wording of each condition is essential in order to negate any 
ambiguity. 

1. That a CCTV system be installed at the premises and be maintained in good working
order and be continually recording at all times the premises are in use under the
licence. The CCTV System must be capable of capturing a clear facial image of every
person who enters the premises.

2. All CCTV footage be kept for a period of 31 days and shall on request be made
immediately available to officers of the police and the council. There will be at least
one person on duty at all times that is familiar with the operation of the CCTV and
able to download the footage upon request.

3. That all staff are trained in their responsibilities under the licensing act 2003 and
training records to be kept and signed and updated every 6 months. The records
shall, upon request, be made immediately available to Officers of the Police and the
Council.

4. Signage on entrance/exit requesting customers to respect neighbours and leave
quietly.

5. Intoxicating liquor shall not be sold or supplied on the premises other than to persons
having table meals and is for consumption by such person as an ancillary to this food
.

APPENDIX B
POLICE
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Working for a safer Southwark 

6. All off sales of alcohol shall be made as an ancillary to takeaway meals and shall be
in sealed containers for consumption away from the premises

7. That there shall be no more than five smokers outside at any time and this shall be
monitored by staff

The Following is submitted for your consideration, Police would welcome the opportunity to 
conciliate with the applicant should the need arise. 

Yours Sincerely 

PC Graham White 288MD 
Licensing Officer 
Southwark Police Licensing Unit 
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Heron, Andrew

From: O'Gorman, Sinead
Sent: 23 August 2018 10:46
To: Heron, Andrew
Subject: FW: 8 Castle Square

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

From: Regen, Licensing  
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2018 10:40 AM 
To: O'Gorman, Sinead 
Subject: FW: 8 Castle Square 

Kirty Read  
Processing Manager 
Southwark Council | Licensing | Regulatory Services  
Tel: 0207 525 5748 | Fax: 020 7525 5705 
EHTS Helpline: 020 7525 4261 | Call Centre: 020 7525 2000 
Email: licensing@southwark.gov.uk 

In future if you wish to submit an application, a quicker way would be to apply online 

Postal Address: 
Licensing Team | 3rd Floor, Hub 1 | PO Box 64529 | London | SE1P 5LX  

Visitor's Address: 
160 Tooley Street | London | SE1 2QH 

From:   
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2018 9:39 AM 
To: Regen, Licensing 
Cc: Tear, Jayne;  
Subject: 8 Castle Square 

Licensing 
Please find below agreement. We withdraw are objection 
Regards 
Graham 

  

 
Subject: RE: 8 Castle Square 

Dear Graham 
These are acceptable to my client and I will formally amend the operating schedule to include the conditions if it 
satisfies your concerns and enables you to withdraw the police rep  

Best Regards 

POLICE WITHDRAW
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Robert Sutherland 
Consultant Solicitor 
Keystone Law 

 

 

  
 

 
Subject: RE: 8 Castle Square 

Robert, 
Confirm you are happy with the following 

 A CCTV system will be installed at the premises and will be maintained in good working order to the

satisfaction of the Metropolitan Police and be continually recording at all times the premises are in use

under the licence. The CCTV System must be capable of capturing a clear facial image of every person who

enters the premises and all licensable areas including any outside areas.

 CCTV footage shall be kept for a period of thirty one (31) days and shall, upon request be made immediately

available to Officers of the Police and the Council.

 Clear and legible notices will be prominently displayed at all exits asking customers to respect local residents

and to leave quietly.

 Alcohol sold for consumption off the premises will only be to:

a)  persons purchasing a takeaway meal and will be ancillary to that meal. Or

b) Persons who are seated at tables lawfully placed in the external area marked on the plan by

waiter/waitress service

 Substantial food will be available at all times the premises are open

 Prior to 11:00 and after 22:00, each day, alcohol will only be sold with table meals, for consumption ancillary

to this food, or having already been eaten.

 Save for persons waiting for a table or consuming drinks following their meal at the bar alcohol will be

supplied by waiter/waitress to persons seated at tables.

 The maximum number of persons, excluding staff,  to be present on the premises (including the external

dining area) at any one time shall not exceed 150 persons.

 The external area will be managed and any customers causing nuisance will be required to leave.

 Any complaints received concerning nuisance will be recorded and appropriate action taken. A record will

be kept for 6 months and made immediately available for inspection by officers of the council or police on

request.

Regards 

PC Graham White 288MD 
Licensing Officer 
Southwark Police Licensing Unit 
323 Borough High Street 
London 
SE1 1JL 
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www.met.police.uk 

  

 
Subject: RE: 8 Castle Square 

The tables and chairs are clearly shown on the plan but there is no red mark. 
A further revision to the condition in question could be as follows 

 Alcohol sold for consumption off the premises will only be to:

a)  persons purchasing a takeaway meal and will be ancillary to that meal. Or

b) Persons who are seated at tables lawfully placed in the external area marked on the plan by

waiter/waitress service

Best Regards 

Robert Sutherland 
Consultant Solicitor 
Keystone Law 

 

 

From:    
Sent: 22 August 2018 15:13 
To:   
Subject: RE: 8 Castle Square 

Robert 
Is the outside area included on the plans as part of the licensed area marked in red.  
Regards 

PC Graham White 288MD 
Licensing Officer 
Southwark Police Licensing Unit 
323 Borough High Street 
London 
SE1 1JL 
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From:    
Sent: 22 August 2018 14:55 

 
Subject: RE: 8 Castle Square 
 
Dear Graham 
Thank you. I think the error is entirely mine and I apologise for any misunderstanding caused. 
Just to confirm the wording‐  I have underlined the 2 replacement conditions proposed and I have underlined one 
condition that I have reorganised to highlight it, otherwise I have adopted the revisions suggested: 

 A CCTV system will be installed at the premises and will be maintained in good working order to the 

satisfaction of the Metropolitan Police and be continually recording at all times the premises are in use 

under the licence. The CCTV System must be capable of capturing a clear facial image of every person who 

enters the premises and all licensable areas including any outside areas.  

 CCTV footage shall be kept for a period of thirty one (31) days and shall, upon request be made immediately 

available to Officers of the Police and the Council.  

 Clear and legible notices will be prominently displayed at all exits asking customers to respect local residents 

and to leave quietly.  

(on the basis the external tables are set out as part of the premises the following condition could read as follows. I 

understand the concern is that alcohol may be sold purely for consumption off the premises. The client’s aim is to be 

able to sell pizza which may be taken away for consumption and that drinks may be sold with the meal ‐)  

 Alcohol sold for consumption off the premises will only be to persons purchasing a takeaway meal and will 

be ancillary to that meal. 

 Substantial food will be available at all times the premises are open  

(The next condition I have reorganised to make clearer and so I have underlined) 

 Prior to 11:00 and after 22:00, each day, alcohol will only be sold with table meals, for consumption ancillary 

to this food, or having already been eaten. 

 Save for persons waiting for a table or consuming drinks following their meal at the bar alcohol will be 

supplied by waiter/waitress to persons seated at tables.  

 The maximum number of persons, excluding staff,  to be present on the premises (including the external 

dining area) at any one time shall not exceed 150 persons.  

 The external area will be managed and any customers causing nuisance will be required to leave.  

 Any complaints received concerning nuisance will be recorded and appropriate action taken. A record will 

be kept for 6 months and made immediately available for inspection by officers of the council or police on 

request. 

What do you think? 
 
Best Regards 
 
Robert Sutherland 
Consultant Solicitor 
Keystone Law 
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Subject: RE: 8 Castle Square 

Robert, 

Thank you for your email and attachment. The wording of the conditions submitted were not agreed that I 
am aware of. 

Guidence issued under Sec 182, General principles sec 1.16 must be precise and enforceable. 
Unambiguous and clear. 

I have indicated in red the parts that I have issue with. 

Conditions agreed with police: 

 A CCTV system will be installed at the premises and will be maintained in good working order to the

satisfaction of the Metropolitan Police and be continually recording at all times the premises are in use

under the licence. The CCTV System must be capable of capturing a clear facial image of every person who

enters the premises and all licensable areas including any outside areas. Agreed

 CCTV footage shall be kept for a period of thirty one (31) days and shall, upon request be made immediately

available to Officers of the Police and the Council. Agreed

 Customers will be asked to leave the premises quietly and respectfully. Clear and legible notices will be

prominently displayed at all exits asking customers to respect local residents and to leave quietly. Unless

every customer is spoken to will be breach of licence. Remove bit in red.

Proposed additional and revised  conditions for discussion: 

Alcohol sold for consumption off the premises will either be to persons seated at tables lawfully placed on the 

highway, or with food.  

This should be removed and another condition added as is not clear or If food for takeaway if so should be stated as 

such 

Substantial food will be available at all times the premises are open Agreed 

Alcohol will only be sold with table meals each day prior to 11:00 and after 22:00, for consumption before during or 

after such meal.  

Changed to “ancillary to this food, or having already eaten” 

Save for persons waiting for a table or consuming drinks following their meal at the bar alcohol will be supplied by 

waiter/waitress to persons seated at tables.  

Capacity will be set in conjunction with the fire risk assessment. The fire risk assessment is different legislation a 

number that can be checked needs to be specified.  

The external area will be managed and any customers causing nuisance will be required to leave. Agreed 
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Any complaints received concerning nuisance will be recorded and appropriate action taken. A record will be kept 

for 6 months and made immediately available for inspection by officers of the council or police on request. 

If the above changes are acceptable I will put them into a list of conditions for agreement so I can pass 
them to the council 

Regards 

PC Graham White 288MD 
Licensing Officer 
Southwark Police Licensing Unit 
323 Borough High Street 
London 
SE1 1JL 

 
 

 

  

 
Subject: 8 Castle Square 

Dear PC White 
I have been forwarded your representation in respect of the application. I am a little confused because I thought my 
colleague had agreed conditions with the police. It appears that is not the case but please accept my apologies 
because the word document I have been using suggests we have agreed. I attach the conditions being proposed.  
Please let me know whether the proposed addresses your concerns? If there are still issues I will seek to call you at a 
convenient time to discuss. 
Many thanks 

Best Regards 

Robert Sutherland 
Consultant Solicitor 
Keystone Law 
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Heron, Andrew

From: O'Gorman, Sinead
Sent: 31 July 2018 16:18
To: Heron, Andrew
Subject: FW: Consultation- New Premises Licence, 8 Castle Square, SE17 1EN 

From: Regen, Licensing  
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2018 4:02 PM 
To: O'Gorman, Sinead 
Subject: FW: Consultation- New Premises Licence, 8 Castle Square, SE17 1EN  

From: Public Health Licensing  
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2018 3:58 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing 
Cc: Public Health Licensing; Shapo, Leidon 
Subject: RE: Consultation- New Premises Licence, 8 Castle Square, SE17 1EN 

To whom it may concern: 
RE: Restaurant 2A, 8 Castle Square, SE17 1EN 

On behalf of the Director of Health and Wellbeing (incorporating the role of Director of Public Health) for 
Southwark (a responsible authority under the Licensing Act 2003) I wish to make representation in respect
of the above. 

This representation is made in respect of the following licensing objective(s): 

 The
prevention of
crime and
disorder

 Prevention of
public
nuisance

 Public safety
 Protection of

Children from
harm

General Comments 
The applicant requests a new license for the sales of alcohol on and off of the premises from: 
Sunday – Thursday                08:00 – 23:00 
Friday – Sunday                     08:00 – 00:00 

The applicant requests a new license for provision of late night refreshment indoors and outdoors from: 
Sunday – Thursday                23:00 – 23:30 
Friday – Saturday                   23:00 – 00:30 

The proposed opening hours are: 
Sunday – Thursday 08:00 – 23:30 

PUBLIC HEALTH
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Friday – Sunday 08:00 – 00:30 

Concerns relating to this application 
The proposed establishment is to be located in East Walworth. This ward is one of the most deprived 
wards in Southwark with, ~80% of residents being within the most deprived quintile, and ~20% being within 
the second most deprived quintile. Furthermore, over 1 in 4 (26%) of the residents in East Walworth are 
claiming out-of-work benefits (which is above the national average of 8% as of 2016). Thus, East Walworth 
has a high proportion of vulnerable residents that may be susceptible to increased alcohol-related harms. 

Figure 1 – Proportion of population in each deprivation quintile 

East Walworth has a high percentage of children living in low income families, thus children are a 
vulnerable group that could potentially be harmed by the addition of another early hours off sales premises 
to the area. 

Figure 2 – Percentage of Children living in low income families 

Finally, the number of residents per licensed premises is 103.4 (statistically higher than the average of 
Southwark), with East Walworth having the 5th highest number of off licences per 1000 residents in 
Southwark. 

Figure 3 – Number of off licences by 1000 residents 
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Recommendations 
I recommend that the applicant be granted a license for the sale of alcohol on the premises (not on and off 
of the premises). 

I recommend that the hours of sale for alcohol be amended to:  
Sunday – Thursday                11:00 – 23:00 
Friday – Sunday                     11:00 – 00:00 

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aakulan Kangatharan 
on behalf of Professor Kevin Fenton, Director of Health and Wellbeing (incorporating the role of Director of 
Public Health) 

From: Jerrom, Charlie  
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 11:12 AM 
To: Alcohol@homeoffice.gsi.gov.uk ; Sharpe, Carolyn; Chowdhury, Farhad; Chudasama, Sailesh; Costin, Holly; 
Taylor, Dan; DIP Team; Farrington, Ian; FireSafetyRegulationSE@london-fire. gov. uk (FSR-AdminSupport@london-
fire.gov.uk); Graham White; Moore, Ray; Planning.Enquiries; Public Health Licensing; Reg Env Protection; Richards-
Vassell, Thomas; Qau Safeguarding; safer; Shannon, Rochelle; southwark.repro@pbms.co.uk; Tear, Jayne; West 
Team diary 
Subject: FW: Consultation- New Premises Licence, 8 Castle Square, SE17 1EN  
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Heron, Andrew

From: Kangatharan, Aakulan
Sent: 23 August 2018 15:46
To: 'Robert Sutherland'
Cc: Heron, Andrew; Shapo, Leidon
Subject: RE: 8 Castle Square

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Having forgotten to copy in Andrew Heron, I’m resending the email below for documentation purposes. 

Dear Mr Sutherland, 

Having looked over your revised conditions, I have no issues with the application as I feel that the 
recommendations/concerns brought up in my initial representation have been taken into account (namely alcohol 
sales hours and off sales). Thus I withdraw my representation. 

Kind Regards, 

Aakulan Kangatharan

From:   
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2018 10:08 AM 
To: Kangatharan, Aakulan 
Cc: Robert Sutherland 
Subject: RE: 8 Castle Square 

Dear Mr Kangatharan 
Further to my email dated 21st, I attach a revised conditions document. Unfortunately due to my error the document 
incorrectly stated certain conditions had been agreed with the police which was not correct. Please accept my 
apologies for any inconvenience caused. Howeevr, I am able to attach the conditions which have been agreed with 
the police. Please let me know if these conditions address your concerns. Any concerns please do not hesitate to get 
back to me 

Best Regards 

Robert Sutherland 
Consultant Solicitor 
Keystone Law 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Subject: 8 Castle Square 

Dear Mr Kangatharan 
I have been forwarded your representation in respect of the application. I attach the conditions being proposed.  

PUBLIC HEALTH WITHDRAW
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Please let me know whether the proposed addresses your concerns? If there are still issues I will seek to call you at a 
convenient time to discuss. 
Many thanks 

Best Regards 

Robert Sutherland 
Consultant Solicitor 
Keystone Law 

 

 

The UK’s “Best Legal Adviser” - Legal Week 2016-2017 
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MEMO:  Licensing Unit 

To Licensing Unit Date  6 August 2018 

Copies

From Jayne Tear Telephone 020 7525 0396 

Email jayne.tear@southwark.gov.uk

Subject Re: Restaurant 2A, 8 Castle Square, London, SE17 1EN  

– Application for a premises licence

I write with regards to the above application for a premises licence submitted by Miamara Limited 
under the Licensing Act 2003, which seeks the following licensable activities: 

• Late night refreshment  (indoors and outdoors) on Sunday to Thursday from 23:00 to 23:30 and on
Friday and Saturday  from 23:00 to 00:30 the following day

• Supply of alcohol (on and off the premises) on Sunday to Thursday from 08:00 to 23:00 and on
Friday and Saturday from 08:00 to 00:00

• Overall opening times shall be on Sunday to Thursday from 08:00 to 23:30 and on Friday and
Saturday  from 08:00 to 00:30 the following day

The premises is described as a ‘Restaurant’. 

My representation is submitted under the prevention of crime and disorder and the prevention of 
public nuisance licensing objectives and has regard to the Southwark Statement of Licensing Policy 

The premises is situated in Elephant and Castle Major Town Centre Area and under the Southwark 
Statement of  Licensing policy 2016 - 2020 the appropriate closing times for restaurants and cafes 
on Sunday to Thursday is 00:00 hours and for Friday and Saturday is 01:00 hours. The 
appropriate closing time for public houses, wine bars or other drinking establishments in this area on 
Sunday to Thursday is 23:00 hours and for Friday and Saturday 00:00 hours.  

The closing hours asked for within the application are well within the times with that are deemed 
appropriate for a restaurant in this area within the licensing policy. The applicant has offered a 
condition within the operating schedule that I would like to amend to promote the licensing objectives 
and to ensure that the premises retains its nature as a restaurant and not a bar.  

The existing condition in the operating schedule states: 

• ‘4. Alcohol only to be served with a table meal before 11am’

I ask the applicant to consider amending the condition to read as follows: 

• Intoxicating liquor shall not be sold or supplied on the premises otherwise than to persons taking a
substantial table meal and by consumption of such persons as an ancillary to their meal

LICENSING
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Furthermore due to the limited information on the application form and to promote the licensing 
objectives I ask the applicant to provide the following information: 

• An accomodation limit for the premises. (to be conditioned)
• To provide a written dispersal policy for the premises. (to be conditioned)

And to add a further consditions regarding ‘off sales’ of alcohol as follows: 

• Any ‘off sales’ of alcohol shall be provided in sealed containers and taken away from the
premises except for those persons seated in the outside area as shown on the premises plans.

• That clear legible signage shall be prominantely displayed where it can be easily seen and read,
requesting that alcohol sold as ‘off sales’ should not be opened and consumed in the vicinity of the
premises exept for persons seated in the outside area of the premises.

I therefore submit this representation and welcome any discussion with the applicant to consider the 
above representation 

Southwark’s Statement of Licensing Policy 2016 – 2020 can be found on the following link: 
http://lbs-mapweb-01:9080/connect/Includes/APPIMA/SSOLP1620.pdf 

Jayne Tear 
Principal Licensing officer 
In the capacity of the Licensing Responsible Authority 
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Environmental Protection Team - Environment & Leisure, 160 Tooley Street , London SE1  2QH 
Switchboard - 020 7525 5000  Website - www.southwark.gov.uk 
Strategic Director Environment & Leisure-Deborah Collins 

MEMO:  Environmental Protection Team 

To Regen.licensing;  Date  07/08/2018 

Copies angela.message@keystonelaw.co.uk 

From Ken Andrews Telephone 020 7525 54258 Fax 020 7525 5728 

Email ken.andrews@southwark.gov.uk 

Subject 
8 Castle Square,  SE17 1EN New Premises Licence application-CMU 

882200 

Environment Protection Responsible Authority (EPRA), has considered a New Premises licence 
application for the above address and would like to make representation, under the prevention of 
public nuisance licensing objectives.  

The premise occupies the ground floor of a residential block.  It forms part of a square that is 
flanked by other residential premises.   The application is for the use of the premises as a 
restaurant providing late night refreshment and the supply of alcohol both inside and outside of 
the premises. 

Late night refreshment proposal is from 23:00 to 23:30 Monday –Thursday, up to 00:00 on 
Fridays and 00:00 on Sundays.  The applicant noted that alcohol only to be served before 11.00 
am with a table meal. 

The applicant location map attached shows that there may be about 21 seating externally.  EPRA 
is concern that the external seating area is a potential source of a public Nuisance and would 
recommend that the number of patrons using that area and time of use  is controlled. 

 EPRA therefore recommends that the committee/Licensing restrict the number of patrons to be 
about 21 seated only and should not be used by patrons  past 22:00 on any day.  

Kind regards 

Ken 

Ken Andrews - Principal Environmental Health Officer 

EPT
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Heron, Andrew

From: Prickett, Mark
Sent: 28 August 2018 16:58
To: Heron, Andrew
Subject: RE: Castle Square Application
Attachments: EPT REP.PDF; condtions v2.docx

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Hi Andrew, 

I’ve reviewed Ken’s rep.  

He’s requested the external area by shut by 10pm. 

I can’t see in the applicant list of conditions a condition relating to the outside area. 

Should the applicant be willing to agree the following then EPT will be in a position to remove it’s representation: 

 Patrons shall not be permitted to use the external area after 22:00hrs, apart for access & egress and for
smoking. 

 Patrons shall not be permitted to take glasses outside the premises after 22:00hrs.

Thanks, 

Mark Prickett 
Principal Enforcement Officer 
Environmental Protection Team 
Tel: 020 7525 0023 

Postal address: Southwark Council, Environmental Protection Team, Regulatory Services, 3rd Floor 
Hub 1, PO Box 64529, London, SE1P 5LX 
Office address (By appointment only): Southwark Council, 160 Tooley Street, London, SE1 2QH 

Air Quality web pages: http://www.southwark.gov.uk/air-quality 
Construction web pages: http://www.southwark.gov.uk/construction   
London Low Emission Construction Partnership - http://www.llecp.org.uk/ 

Please consider the environment ‐ do you really need to print this email? 

From: Heron, Andrew  
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2018 4:40 PM 
To: Prickett, Mark 
Subject: FW: Castle Square Application 
Importance: High 

EPT RESPONSE
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From:   
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2018 4:36 PM 
To: Heron, Andrew 
Cc: Angela Message 
Subject: Castle Square Application 

Good afternoon Andrew 
I hope this e mail finds you well. 

I understand that the police and Public Health have withdrawn their representations. 

The attached conditions were also forwarded to Ms Tear, Licensing Authority and Mr Andrews EHO. 

We await to hear back from Ms Tear and Mr Andrews on behalf of their respective authorities as the client is hoping 
to come to an agreement to avoid a hearing set down for 10th September. 

Kind regards 
Angie 

Angie Message 
Licensing Co Ordinator 
Keystone Law 

 
 

The UK’s “Best Legal Adviser” - Legal Week 2016-2017 
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Chief executive's department
Planning division
5th floor, hub 2
PO Box 64529
LONDON SE1P 5LX

EH & TS Licensing Unit
160 Tooley Street
Hub 2 3rd Floor
SE1 2QH

Your Ref: 869940
Our Ref: 18-CE-00629
Contact: Alison Brittain
Telephone: 020 7525 5427
Fax: 020 3357 3101
E-Mail: planning.enquiries@southwark.gov.uk
Web Site: http://www.southwark.gov.uk

Date: 24/07/2018
Dear Sir/Madam

Premises Licensing re:
8 CASTLE SQUARE, LONDON, SE17 1EN

Summary description: New application

Date Received: 12/07/2018

Thank you for the consultation on the above.

I believe that the relevant planning permission is ref 08ap2403.  This includes at condition 20 a restriction on
hours: 7am to 11.30pm Monday to Saturday, and 7am to 10pm on other days.

The proposed licence consultation includes later hours than in the planning permission, and therefore the
condition will need to be varied.  Notwithstanding this, I have no comments to make raising licensing objectives.

Yours faithfully

Alison Brittain

DC Group Manager - East -Team 1

APPENDIX C
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Item No. 
6.

Classification:
Open

Date:
20 September 2018

Meeting Name:
Licensing Sub-Committee

Report title: Licensing Act 2003: Shell Gipsy Hill – 112-122 
Gipsy Hill, London, SE19 1PL

Ward(s) or groups affected: Dulwich Wood Ward

From: Strategic Director of Environment and Social 
Regeneration

RECOMMENDATION

1. That the licensing sub-committee considers an application made by Shell UK Oil 
Products Limited to vary the premises licence granted under the Licensing Act 2003 
in respect of the premises known as: Shell Gipsy Hill – 112-122 Gipsy Hill, London, 
SE191PL.

2. That the licensing sub-committee notes:

 The application seeks to vary the premises licence held under current legislation in 
respect of the premises known as: Shell Gipsy Hill – 112-122 Gipsy Hill, London, 
SE191PL, under section 34 of the Licensing Act 2003. Existing permitted licensable 
activities are not under consideration at this meeting. The variation application is 
subject to outstanding representations submitted by local residents and is therefore 
referred to the sub-committee for determination. 

 Paragraph 7 of this report provides a summary of the existing premises licence.  A 
copy of the existing premises licence is attached at Appendix A.

 Paragraphs 8 to 10 of this report provide a summary of the application under 
consideration by the sub-committee. A copy of the full application is attached as 
Appendix B.  A map showing the location of the premises is attached as Appendix D.

 Paragraphs 12 to 17 of this report deal with the representations submitted in respect 
of the application from the Responsible Authorities and are attached in Appendix C.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Licensing Act 2003

3. The Licensing Act 2003 provides a new licensing regime for:

 The sale of and supply of alcohol
 The provision of regulated entertainment
 The provision of late night refreshment.

Within Southwark, this council wholly administers the licensing responsibility.

4. The Act requires the licensing authority to carry out its functions under the Act with a 
view to promoting the four stated licensing objectives. These are:
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 The prevention of crime and disorder
 The promotion of public safety
 The prevention of nuisance
 The protection of children from harm.

5. In carrying out its licensing functions, a licensing authority must also have regard to:

 The Act itself
 The guidance to the act issued under Section 182 of the Act
 Secondary regulations issued under the Act
 The Licensing authority’s own statement of licensing policy
 The application, including the operating schedule submitted as part of the 

application
 Relevant representations.

6. The premises licence application process involves the provision of all relevant 
information required under the Act to the licensing authority with copies provided by 
the applicant to the relevant responsible bodies under the Act. The application must 
also be advertised at the premises and in the local press. The responsible authorities 
and other interested parties within the local community may make representations on 
any part of the application where relevant to the four licensing objectives.

KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION

The current premises licence

7. The current premises licence issued in respect of the premises known as the was 
issued on 26 January 2017 following a vary DPS and allows the following licensable 
activities:

 The sale of alcohol to be consumed off the premises: 
Monday to Saturday from 07:00 to 23:00
Sunday from 10:00 to 23:00

 
 The provision of late night refreshment (indoors)

Monday to Sunday from 23:00 to 05:00

 Opening hours: 
Monday to Sunday from 00:00 to 00:00 (24hours-a-day)

A copy of the existing premises licence is attached as Appendix A.

The variation application

8. On 2 July 2018 Shell UK Oil Products Limited applied under section 34 of the 
Licensing Act 2003 to this council to vary the premises licence issued in respect of 
the premises known as Shell Gipsy Hill – 112-122 Gipsy Hill, London, SE19 1PL.

9. The application for variation is described as follows:

“1. EXTEND THE SALE OF ALCOHOL (CONSUMPTION OFF THE PREMISES) TO 
24HOURS PER DAY, 7 DAYS PER WEEK.

2. UPDATE TO THE INTERNAL LAYOUT AT SITE AND CONSEQUENTLY TO THE
PLAN ATTACHED TO THE PREMISES LICENCE.
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3. REMOVE CONDITION 796 FROM ANNEX 3 OF THE PREMISES LICENCE 
CONDITIONS CONSISTENT WITH THE OPERATING SCHEDULE:
AND REPLACE IT WITH THE FOLLOWING UDPATED CONDITION:

796 The Premises Licence holder shall be permitted to display bulk stacks, wine 
towers and chilled promotional offerings throughout the store that may not 
necessarily be shown on the plan. The locations may be subject to change but will 
be contained within the red lined licensable area shown on the plan attached to the 
Premises Licence. No sale of individual cans only multi packs.

4. ADD THE FOLLOWING CONDITION TO THE PREMISES LICENCE:
An incident log will be operated and maintained and will be produced to a relevant 
officer of the Police or other relevant officers of a responsible authority upon 
reasonable request…”

The following hours are being requested for variation:

 The sale of alcohol to be consumed off the premises: 
Monday to Sunday from 00:00 to 00:00 (24hours-a-day)

 
10. A copy of the application is attached to this report as Appendix B.

Designated premises supervisor

11. The designated premises supervisor (DPS) under the existing premises licence is 
Visvalingam Paranitharan, holding a personal licence with the London Borough of 
Croydon.

Representations from responsible authorities

12. The Metropolitan Police have made representation with concerns of the premises 
location being residential and that the hours applied for are significantly outside of 
the Southwark Licensing Policy; that the hours applied for are excessive.

13. Southwark Public Health (PH) have made representation. The concerns are raised in 
relation to the extension of hours outside of the Southwark Licensing Policy and the 
potential for alcohol-related harm from a late-night premises.

14. The Licensing Authority (LA) have made representation under the licensing 
objectives of the prevention of crime and disorder and the prevention of public 
nuisance.  The application is inconsistent with the hours in relation to the Southwark 
Licensing Policy and if granted, would be inappropriate for this area.

15. Copies of all the representations made by responsible authorities are available in 
Appendix C.

Representations from other persons 

16. No representations have been received from other persons.
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Conciliation

17. Copies of representations were provided to the Applicant’s agent on 2 August 2018.  
At the point of publication of this report, the Applicant had not responded the 
concerns of the responsible authorities.

Operating history

18. The first premises licence was issued on 16 January 2012 to the current hours.  A 
minor variation was received in June 2016 in relation to the internal layout.  There 
have been two changes of DPS in the premises’ history.

19. There is no history of Temporary Events Notices (TENs) issued to the premises.

20. No complaints have been received by the Council’s Licensing Department in relation 
to this premises.

21. Visits conducted to the premises:

Date Time Outcome
14/07/2018 19:30 A full inspection of the premises was carried out further to 

receipt of the variation application.  The premises was 
found to be fully compliant.

Map

22. A map of the area is attached to this report as Appendix D. There are some licensed 
premises in the immediate vicinity:

 Beer Rebellion-126 Gipsy Hill, SE19 1PL, licenced for:
The sale of alcohol (on and off sales)
Monday to Sunday 12:00 to 23:00

 The Colby Arms – 132 Gipsy Hill, SE19 1PW, licenced for:
The sale by retail of alcohol (both on and off sales)
Monday to Thursday 10:00 to 00:00
Friday and Saturday 10:00 to 01:00
Sunday 10:00 to 23:30

The provision of late night refreshment (indoors)
Monday to Saturday 23:00 to 23:30

The provision of regulated entertainment in the form of live music, recorded music 
and anything similar (indoors)
Monday to Thursday 10:00 to 00:00
Friday and Saturday 10:00 to 01:00
Sunday 10:00 to 23:30

Southwark council statement of licensing policy

23. Council Assembly approved Southwark’s Statement of Licensing Policy 2016 -2020 
on  25 November 2015. The policy came into effect on 1 January 2016. Sections of 
the statement that are considered to be of particular relevance to the sub-
committee’s consideration are:
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 Section 3 - Purpose and scope of the policy. This reinforces the four licensing 
objectives and the fundamental principles upon which this Authority relies in 
determining licence applications

 Section 5 – Determining applications for premises licences and club premises 
certificates. This explains how the policy works and considers issues such as 
location; high standards of management; and the principles behind condition 
setting.

 Section 6 – Local cumulative impact policies. This sets out this Authority’s 
approach to cumulative impact and defines the boundaries of the current 
special policy areas and the classifications of premises to which they apply. To 
be read in conjunction with Appendix B to the policy

 Section 7 – Hours of operation. This provides a guide to the hours of licensed 
operation that this Authority might consider appropriate by type of premises and 
(planning) area classification.

 Section 8 – The prevention of crime and disorder. This provides general 
guidance on the promotion of the first licensing objective

 Section 9 – Public safety. This provides general guidance on the promotion of 
the second licensing objective

 Section 10 – The prevention of nuisance. This provides general guidance on the 
promotion of the third licensing objective

 Section 11 – The protection of children from harm. This provides general 
guidance on the promotion of the fourth licensing objective.

24. The purpose of Southwark’s statement of licensing policy is to make clear to 
applicants what considerations will be taken into account when determining 
applications and should act as a guide to the sub-committee when considering the 
applications. However, the sub-committee must always consider each application on 
its own merits and allow exceptions to the normal policy where these are justified by 
the circumstances of the application.

25. Within Southwark’s Statement of Licensing Policy, the premises are identified as 
being outside a Cumulative Impact Area but within a residential area. Relevant 
closing times recommended in the Statement of Licensing Policy for licensed 
premises in residential areas are as follows:

26. Under the Southwark Statement of Licensing policy 2016 - 2020 the following closing 
times are recommended as appropriate within this area for these categories of 
premises:

Off licenses:
 Monday to Sunday 23:00 daily

Resource implications

27. A fee of £190.00 being the statutory fee payable for premises within non-domestic 
rateable value band A has been paid by the applicant company in respect of this 
application. 
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Consultations

28. Consultation has been carried out in respect of this application in accordance with 
the provisions of the Licensing Act 2003. A public notice was published in a local 
newspaper twice (there was an error on the initial advert; however, this was 
republished within the specified time period to the satisfaction of the Licensing 
Authority). A similar notice exhibited at the premises for a period of 28 consecutive 
days. This was inspected by a licensing officer during the consultation period and 
found to be compliant. 

Community impact statement

29. Each application is required by law to be considered upon its own individual merits 
with all relevant matters taken into account.

SUPPLEMENTARY ADVICE FROM OTHER OFFICERS

Director of Law and Democracy 

30. The sub-committee is asked to determine the application to vary the premises 
licence under Section 34 of the Licensing Act 2003.

31. The principles which sub-committee members must apply are set out below.

Principles for making the determination

32. Section 35 of the Licensing Act 2003 sets out the licensing authority’s powers and 
duties in considering the determination of an application for variation. 

33. The general principle is that applications for variation must be granted unless 
relevant representations are received. This is subject to the proviso that the applicant 
has complied with regulations in advertising and submitting the application.

34. Relevant representations are those which 

 Are about the likely effect of the granting of the application on the promotion of 
the licensing objectives

 Are made by an other party or responsible authority
 Have not been withdrawn
 Are not, in the opinion of the relevant licensing authority, frivolous or 

vexatious.

35. If relevant representations are received then the sub-committee must have regard to 
them, in determining whether it is necessary for the promotion of the licensing 
objectives to 

 Add to, omit, and/or alter the conditions of the licence or, 
 Reject the whole or part of the application for variation

Conditions

36. The sub-committee’s discretion is thus limited.  It can only modify the conditions put 
forward by the applicant, or refuse the variation, if it is necessary to do so. 
Conditions must be necessary and proportionate for the promotion of one of the four 
licensing objectives, and not for any other reason. Conditions must also be within 
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the control of the licensee, and should be worded in a way which is clear, certain, 
consistent and enforceable.  

37. The four licensing objectives are 

a. The prevention of crime and disorder;
b. Public safety;
c. The prevention of nuisance; and
d. The protection of children from harm.

38. Members should note that each objective is of equal importance. There are no other 
licensing objectives, and the four objectives are paramount considerations at all 
times.

39. Conditions will not be necessary if they duplicate a statutory position. Conditions 
relating to late night refreshment and take away aspect of the licence must relate to 
the night time operation of the premises and must not be used to impose conditions 
which could not be imposed on day time operators. 

40. The Licensing Act requires mandatory conditions in respect of supply of alcohol, the 
exhibition of films and in respect of door supervisors. The Licensing Act 2003 
(Mandatory Licensing Conditions) Order 2003 introduced 3 new conditions in 
respect of irresponsible promotions, the oral dispensing of alcohol and free tap 
water. In October 2010 an additional 2 conditions will come into force – age 
verification policy and smaller measures for alcoholic drinks.

41. Members are also referred to the DCMS guidance on conditions, specifically section 
7, and Annexes D, E, F and G.

Reasons

42. If the sub-committee determines that it is necessary to modify the conditions, or to 
refuse the application for to vary the premises licence, it must give reasons for its 
decision.

Hearing procedures

43. Subject to the Licensing Hearing regulations, the licensing committee may 
determine its own procedures. Key elements of the regulations are that:

 The hearing shall take the form of a discussion led by the authority. Cross 
examination shall not be permitted unless the authority considered that it is required 
for it to consider the representations

 Members of the authority are free to ask any question of any party or other person 
appearing at the hearing

 The committee must allow the parties an equal maximum period of time in which to 
exercise their rights to:

o Address the authority
o If given permission by the committee, question any other party.
o In response to a point which the authority has given notice it will require 

clarification, give further information in support of their application.
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 The committee shall disregard any information given by a party which is not relevant to 
the particular application before the committee and the licensing objectives

 The hearing shall be in public, although the committee may exclude the public from 
all or part of a hearing where it considers that the public interest in doing so 
outweighs the public interest in the hearing, or that part of the hearing, taking place 
in private.

 In considering any representations or notice made by a party the authority may take 
into account documentary or other information produced by a party in support of 
their application, representations or notice (as applicable) either before the hearing 
or, with the consent of all the other parties, at the hearing

44. This matter relates to the determination of an application to vary a premises licence 
under section 34 of the Licensing Act 2003. Regulation 26(1) (a) requires the sub-
committee to make its determination at the conclusion of the hearing.

The council’s multiple roles and the role of the licensing sub-committee

45. Sub-committee members will note that, in relation to this application, the council has 
multiple roles. Council officers from various departments have been asked to 
consider the application from the perspective of the council as authority responsible 
respectively for environmental health, trading standards, health and safety and as 
the planning authority.

46. Members should note that the licensing sub-committee is meeting on this occasion 
solely to perform the role of licensing authority. The sub-committee sits in quasi-
judicial capacity, and must act impartially. It must offer a fair and unbiased hearing 
of the application. In this case, Members should disregard the council’s broader 
policy objectives and role as statutory authority in other contexts. Members must 
direct themselves to making a determination solely based upon the Licensing Law, 
Guidance and the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy.

47. As a quasi-judicial body the licensing sub-committee is required to consider the 
application on its merits. The sub-committee must take into account only relevant 
factors, and ignore irrelevant factors. The decision must be based on evidence, that 
is to say material, which tends logically to show the existence or non-existence of 
relevant facts, or the likelihood or unlikelihood of the occurrence of some future 
event, the occurrence of which would be relevant. The licensing sub-committee 
must give fair consideration to the contentions of all persons entitled to make 
representations to them.

48. The licensing sub-committee is entitled to consider events outside of the premises if 
they are relevant, i.e. are properly attributable to the premises being open. The 
proprietors do not have to be personally responsible for the incidents for the same to 
be relevant. However, if such events are not properly attributable to the premises 
being open, then the evidence is not relevant and should be excluded. Guidance is 
that the licensing authority will primarily focus on the direct impact of the activities 
taking place at the licensed premises on members of the public, living, working or 
engaged in normal activity in the area concerned.

49. Members will be aware of the council’s code of conduct which requires them to 
declare personal and prejudicial interests. The Code applies to Members when 
considering licensing applications. In addition, as a quasi-judicial body, Members 
are required to avoid both actual bias, and the appearance of bias.
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50. Under the Human Rights Act 1998 the sub committee needs to consider the balance 
between the rights of the applicant and those making representations to the 
application when making their decision. The sub-committee has a duty under 
section 17 Crime and Disorder Act 1998 when making its decision to do all it can to 
prevent crime and disorder in the Borough.

51. Other Persons, Responsible Authorities and the applicant have the right to appeal 
the decision of the sub-committee to the Magistrates’ Court within a period of 21 
days beginning with the day on which the applicant was notified by the licensing 
authority of the decision to be appealed against.

Guidance

52. Members are required to have regard to the Home Office guidance in carrying out 
the functions of licensing authority.  However, guidance does not cover every 
possible situation, so long as the guidance has been properly and carefully 
understood, members may depart from it if they have reason to do so.  Full reasons 
must be given if this is the case.

Strategic Director of Finance and Governance

53. The head of regulatory services has confirmed that the costs of this process over 
and above the application fee are borne by the service. 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

 Background Papers  Held At  Contact
 Licensing Act 2003
 Home Office Guidance to the Act
 Secondary Regulations
 Southwark statement of licensing    
 policy Case file

 Southwark Licensing, C/O  
 Community Safety &  
 Enforcement, 160 Tooley  
 Street, London, SE1 2QH

 Mrs Kirty Read
Phone Tel: 020 7525 5748

APPENDICES

 Name  Title
Appendix A Copy of the existing premises licence
Appendix B Copy of the application 
Appendix C Copies of representations from responsible authorities:

o The Metropolitan Police
o Southwark Public Health
o Southwark Licensing Authority

Appendix D Map of the local area
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Premises licence number 857606 

Part 1 - Premises details  

Postal address of premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description  

SHELL Gipsy Hill 
Gipsy Hill Service Station 
112-122 Gipsy Hill 
London 
SE19 1PL 

Ordnance survey map reference (if applicable), 
171177533356 
Post town 
London 

Post code  
SE19 1PL 

Telephone number 

Where the licence is time limited the dates 

Licensable activities authorised by the licence 

Late Night Refreshment - Indoors 
Sale by retail of alcohol to be consumed off premises 

The opening hours of the premises 

For any non standard timings see Annex 2 

Monday     00:00 - 00:00 
Tuesday    00:00 - 00:00 
Wednesday  00:00 - 00:00 
Thursday  00:00 - 00:00 
Friday   00:00 - 00:00 
Saturday         00:00 - 00:00 
Sunday    00:00 - 00:00 

Regulatory Services 
Licensing Unit 

Hub 1, 3rd Floor 
PO Box 64529 

London, SE1P 5LX

APPENDIX A
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Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol whether these are on and/ or off supplies 
Sale by retail of alcohol to be consumed off premises 

  

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities 
For any non standard timings see Annex 2 of the full premises licence 
 
Late Night Refreshment - Indoors 
Monday              23:00 - 05:00 
Tuesday             23:00 - 05:00 
Wednesday        23:00 - 05:00 
Thursday            23:00 - 05:00 
Friday                 23:00 - 05:00 
Saturday             23:00 - 05:00 
Sunday               23:00 - 05:00 
 
Sale by retail of alcohol to be consumed off premises 
Monday              07:00 - 23:00 
Tuesday             07:00 - 23:00 
Wednesday        07:00 - 23:00 
Thursday            07:00 - 23:00 
Friday                 07:00 - 23:00 
Saturday             07:00 - 23:00 
Sunday               10:00 - 23:00 
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Part 2  
  

Name, (registered) address, telephone number and email (where relevant) of holder of premises 
licence  
Shell UK Oil Products Limited 
Shell Centre, 2 York Road, 
London,  
SE1 7NA 
020 7934 1234 
 

  

 

Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where applicable) 
03625633 

 
Name, address and  telephone number of designated premises supervisor where the premises 
licence authorises for the supply of alcohol  
 
Visvalingam Paranitharan 

  

 
 
 
 
 
Personal licence number and issuing authority of personal licence held by designated premises 
supervisor where the premises licence authorises for the supply of alcohol  

 
Authority  L.B of Croydon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Licence Issue date 26/01/2017 
  

 
 

Head of Regulatory Services 
Hub 2, 3rd Floor 

PO Box 64529 
London, SE1P 5LX 

020 7525 5748 
licensing@southwark.gov.uk
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Annex 1 - Mandatory conditions  

 

100 No supply of alcohol may be made under the Premises Licence - 

 

(a). At a time when there is no Designated Premises Supervisor in respect of the Premises Licence; or 

 

(b). At a time when the Designated Premises Supervisor does not hold a Personal Licence or his Personal 

Licence is suspended. 

101 Every supply of alcohol under the Premises Licence must be made, or authorised by, a person who 

holds a Personal Licence. 

488 (1) The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must  ensure that an age verification 

policy is adopted in respect of the premises in relation to the sale or supply of alcohol. 

 

(2) The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must ensure that the supply of 

alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with the age verification policy. 

 

(3) The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to be under 18 years of age (or 

such older age as may be specified in the policy) to produce on request, before being served alcohol, 

identification bearing their photograph, date of birth and either 

(a) a holographic mark; or 

(b) an ultraviolet feature. 

491 1. A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption on or off the 

premises for a price which is less than the permitted price. 

 

2. For the purpose of the condition set out in paragraph (1): 

(a) "duty" is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liqour Duties Act 1979; 

(b) "permitted price" is the price found by applying the formula 

 

P = D + (D x V), 

 

where- 

(i) P is the permitted price, 

(ii) D is the amount of duty chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the duty were charged on the date of 

the sale or supply of the alcohol, and 

(iii) V is the rate of value added tax chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the value added tax were 

charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol; 

(c) "relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in force a premises licence - 
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(i) the holder of the premises licence: 

(ii) the designated premises supervisor (if any) in respect of such a licence; or 

(iii) the personal licence holder who makes or authorises a supply of alcohol under such a licence; 

(iv) "relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in force a club premises 

certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the premises in a capacity which enables the 

member or officer to prevent the supply in question; and  

(v)"value added tax" means value added tax charged in accordance with the Value Added Tax Act 1994. 

 

3. Where the permitted price given by paragraph (b) of paragraph 2 would (apart from this paragraph) not be 

a whole number of pennies, the price given by that sub-paragraph shall be taken to be the price actually 

given by that sub-paragraph rounded up to the nearest penny. 

 

4. (1) Sub-paragraph (2) applies where the permitted price given by paragraph (b) of paragraph 2 on a day 

("the first day") would be different from the permitted price on the next day ("the second day") as a result of a 

change to the rate of duty or value added tax; 

(2) the permitted price which would apply on the first day applies to sales or supplies of alcohol which take 

place before the expiry of the period of 14 days beginning on the second day. 
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 Annex 2 - Conditions consistent with the operating Schedule  

  
4AA The premises shall operate an age check 'Challenge 25' policy whereby customers purchasing alcohol 

who look or appear to be under 25 years of age will be asked for an approved form of proof of age to verify 

their age. Approved forms shall include a driving licence, passport or a PASS approved proof of age card 

such as the Southwark Proof of Age (SPA) card. 

4AB All staff involved in the sale of alcohol shall be trained in the age check 'Challenge 25' policy. A record 

of their training, including the dates that each member of staff is trained, shall be available for inspection at 

the premises on request by the Council's authorised officers or the Police. 

4AC Age check or 'Challenge 25' signage shall be displayed at entrances to the premises, areas where 

alcohol is displayed for sale and at points of sale to inform customers that an age check 'Challenge 25' 

policy applies and proof of age may be required. 

4AI A register of refused sales of alcohol shall be maintained in order to demonstrate effective operation of 

the policy. The register shall be available for inspection at the premises on request by Council authorised 

officers or the Police. 

288 That a CCTV system be installed at the premises and be maintained in good working order and be 

continually recording at all times the premises are in use under the licence. The CCTV System must be 

capable of capturing an image of every person who enters the premises. 

289 That all CCTV footage shall be kept for a period of thirty one (31) days and shall, upon request, be 

made available as soon as reasonably possible or in any event within 24 hours of the request to Officers of 

the Police and the Council. 

293 That all staff are trained in their responsibilities under the licensing act 2003 and training records to be 

kept and updated every 6 months. 

340 "That Drink-drive warning posters will be displayed at point of sale". 
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Annex 3 - Conditions attached after a hearing by the licensing authority   

 
796 That there shall be no floor promotions, no sale of individual cans only multi packs 

840 That there shall be no sale of beer/cider with an alcoholic content of 6% or greater. 
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Annex 4 - Plans - Attached 

  
 
 
Licence No. 857606 

Plan No. N/A 

Plan Date June 2016 
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Application to vary a premises licence under the Licensing Act 2003 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS FIRST 

Before completing this form please read the guidance notes at the end of the form . If you are 
completing this form by hand please write legibly in block capitals. In all cases ensure that your 
answers are inside the boxes and written in black ink. Use addi tional sheets if necessary. 

You may wish to keep a copy of the completed form for your records. 

I/We SHELL UK OIL PRODUCTS LIM ITED 
(Inserlname(.s) of applicant) 

being the premises licence holder, apply to vary a premises licence under section 34 of the 
Licensing Act 2003 fot· the premises described in Part 1 below 

I Prcmi~~;Jlcence number: 857G06 - --- -~ 

Pa t't 1 - Premises Details 

Postal address of premises or, if none, ordnance survey map reference or description 

SHELL GIPSY HILL 
112 - 122 GIPSY HILL 

Post town I LONDON I Postcode I SE19 1 PL 

Telephone number at premises (if any) I 0208 655 7400 

Non-domestic rateable value of premises I £22,500.00 

Part 2 - Applicant details 

Daytime contact 
 

telephone number 

E-mail address (optional)  

Current postal address if 
d ifferent from premises SHELL UK OI L PRODUCTS LIM ITED 
address SHELL CENTRE 

Post town I LONDON J Postcode I SE I 7NA 

... ---~ - -
u~ !fc L: ~ 'Y'[i 11) 

.. 2 JUL 2C!3 

---------------

APPENDIX B
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Part 3- Variation 

Please tick as appropriate 

Do you want the proposed variation to have effect as soon as possible? [;8']Yes D 
No 

If not, from what date do you want the variation to take effect? 
DD MM YYYY 

I I I I I I I I I 
Do you want the proposed variation to have effect in relation to the introduction of the late-night 
levy? (Please see guidance note 1) DYes [;8'] No 

Please describe briefly the nature of the proposed vadation (Please see guidance note 

1. EXTEND THE SALE OF ALCOHOL (CONSUMPTION OFF THE PREMISES) TO 24 

HOURS PER DAY, 7 DAYS PER WEEI<. 

2. UPDATE TO THE INTERNAL LAYOUT AT SITE AND CONSEQUENTLY TO THE 

PLAN ATTACHED TO THE PREMISES LICENCE 

3. REMOVE CONDITION 796 FROM ANNEX 3 OF THE PREMISES LICENCE

CONDITIONS CONSISTENT W ITH THE OPERATING SCHEDULE: 

AND REPLACE IT WITH THE FOLLOWING UDPATED CONDITION: 

796 The Premises Licence holder sha ll be permitted to display bulk stacks, wine 

towers and chilled promotional offerings throughout the store that may not 

necessarily be shown on the plan. The locations may be subject to change but will 

be contained within the red lined licensable area shown on the plan attached to 

the Premises Licence. No sale of individua l cans only multi packs. 

4. ADD THE FOLLOWING CONDITION TO THE PREMISES LICENCE: 

An incident log wi ll be operated and maintained and will be produced to a 

relevant officer of the Police or other relevant officers of a responsible aut hority 

upon reasonab le request. 
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Part 4 O perating Schedule 

Please complete those parts of the Operating Schedule below which would be subject to change if 
this application to vary is successful. 

Provision of regulated entertainment (Please sec guidance note 
3) 

a) plays (if t icking yes, fill in box A) 

b) films (if ticking yes, fill in box B) 

c) indoor sporting events (if ticking yes, fill in box C) 

d) boxing or wrestling entertaitu11ent (if ticking yes, fill in box D) 

e) live music (if ticking yes, fill in box E) 

f) recorded music (if ticking yes, fill in box F) 

g) performances of dance (if ticking yes, fill in box G) 

Please tiel< all that 
apply 

h) 
anything of a s imilar description to that falling within (e), (f) or (g) 
(if ticking yes, fill in box H) 

Provision of late night refreshment (if ticking yes, fill in box I) 

Supply of alcohol (if ticking yes, fill in box J) 

In all cases complete boxes K, Land M 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

~ 
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If your proposed variation would mean that 5,000 or more people 
are expected to attend the premises at any one time, please state the 
number expected to attend : 
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A 

Plays Wi II the Qerfonnance of a Qlax take glace 
D Standard days and indoors or outdoors or both - glease tick (please Indoors 

timings (please read read guidance note 4) 
guidance note 8) Outdoors D 

Day Start Finish Both D 
Mon Please give further details here (please read guidance note 5) 

-~------------- -------------

Tue 
------------------------------

Wed State anx seasonal variations for gerforming glaxs (please read 
--------------- --------------- guidance note 6) 

Thur 
1---------- ----------

Fri Non-Standard timings. Where xou intend to use the Qremises for 
--------------- --------------- the Qerformance ofQiaxs at different times to those listed in the 

column on the left, please list (please read guidance note 7) 

Sat 
--------------- -----·--------

Sun 
--------------- ------
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B 

Films Will the exhi bi tion of films take Qlace indoors 
D Standard days and or outdoors or both - Qlease tick (please read Indoors 

timings (please read guidance note 4) 
guidance note 8) Outdoors D 

Day Sta11 Finish Both D 
Mon Please give further details here (please read guidance note 5) 

·------------ -----

Tue 
----------- ------------

Wed State an):: seasonal variations for the exhibition of films (please read 
--------------------------- guidance note 6) 

Thur 
f------------- ---- ------- -

Fri Non-Standard timings. Where you intend to use the Qremises for 
1------------- ---- the exhibition of films at different times to those listed in the 

column on the left, please list (please read guidance note 7) 

Sat 
-----··----- - ------

Sun 
------------- -----------
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c 
Indoor sporting events Please give further details (please read guidance note 5) 
Standard days and 
timings (please read 
guidance note 8) 

Day Start Finish 

Mon 
--------···---- ------------

Tue State anx seasonal variations for indoor SQOtting events (please read 
------------------------- guidance note 6) 

Wed 
-------------- ---------------

Thur Non-Standard timings. Where xou intend to use the 12remises for 
-------------- -- ------- indoor sgorting events at different times to those listed in the 

column on the left, please list (please read guidance note 7) 

Fri 
----- -- -------------

Sat 
-------------1--------

Sun 
--------------- ------------
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D 

Boxing or wrestling Will the boxing or wrestling entertainment take 
D entertainments glace indoors or outdoors or both- [!lease tick Indoors 

Standard days and (please read guidance note 4) 
timings (please read 
guidance note 8) 

Outdoors D 

Day Start Finish Both D 
Mon Please give further details here (please read guidance note 5) 

------------- ---------------

Tue 
--------------- ---------------

Wed State any seasonal variations for boxing or wrestling entertainment 
------------- --------- (please read guidance note 6) 

Thur 
------------ ------ - -------

Fri Non-Standard timings. Where xou intend to use the gremises for 
------------- --------------- boxing or wrestl ing entertainment at different times to those listed 

in the column on the left, glease list (please read guidance note 7) 

Sat 
--------------- ---------------

Sun 
-------------- ---------------
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E 

Live music Will the 12erformance of live music take glace 
D Standard days and indoors or outdoors or both - Qlease tick (please Indoors 

timings (please read read guidance note 4) 
guidance note 8) Outdoors D 

Day Start Finish Both D 
Mon Please give further details here (please read guidance note 5) 

-------- ---------

Tue 
·········------ ---------------

Wed State anx seasonal variations for the gerformance of live music 
--------------- -------------- (please read guidance note 6) 

Thur 
1------------- -----

Fri Non-Standard timings. Where you intend to use the gremises for 
------- ---- the 11erformance of live music at different times to those listed in the 

column on the left, please list (please read guidance note 7) 

Sat 
---------- - ------

Sun 
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F 

Recorded music Will the playing of recorded music take Qlace 
D Standard clays and indoors or outdoors or both - glease tick (please Indoors 

timings (please read read guidance note 4) 
guidance note 8) Outdoors D 

Day Statt Finish Both D 
Mon Please give further detai ls here (please read guidance note 5) 

--------------- ---------------

Tue 
--------------- -------

Wed State any seasonal variations for the glaying of recorded music 
---------- ------------- (please read guidance note 6) 

Thur 
----------- ---------------

Fri Non-Standard timings. Where you intend to use the gremises for 
--------------- --------------- the playing of recorded music at different times to those listed in the 

column on the left, please list (please read guidance note 7) 

Sat 
r------------- ---------------

Sun 
-------------- -------------
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G 

Pel"fonnances of Will the (lerformance of dance tal<e (llace 
0 dance indoors 01' outdoors or both - ulease tick Indoors 

Standard days and (please read guidance note 4) 
timings (please read 
guidance note 8) 

Outdoors 0 

Day Start Finish Both 0 
Mon Please give further details here (please read guidance note 5) 

---------- ----------

Tue 
--·------------ -------------

Wed State an:y seasonal variations for the nerformancc of dance 
-------------- --------------- (please read guidance note 6) 

Thur 
1-------- -----------

Fri Non-Standard timings. Where :you intend to use the uremiscs 
------------ ------------ for the [!erformance of dance at diffe1·ent times to those listed in 

the column on the left1 [!lease list (please read guidance note 7) 

Sat 
------1------

, Sun 
-------------- ------
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H 

Anything of a similar· Please give a description of the type of entertainment you will be 
description to that providing 
falling within (e), (f) or 
(g) 
Standard days and 
timings (please read 
guidance note 8) 

Day Start Finish Will this entertainment take place indoors or Indoors D 
outdoors or both- [!lease tick (please read 

D Mon guidance note 4) Outdoors 
------------ -------------

Both D 
Tue Please give further details her·e (please read guidance note 5) 

-------------- ---------------

Wed 
--------------- -------------

Thur State an:y seasonal variations for entertainment of a similar 

---------------------------- description to that falling within (e)l m or (g) (please read 
guidance note 6) 

Fri 

--------·--·-··-- ---------------

Sat Non-Standard timings. Where :you intend to use the [!remises 
for the entertainment of a similar description to that falling 

------------ ------------- within (e)l m or (g) at diffet·ent times to those listed in the 
column on the left2 [!lease list (please read guidance note 7) 

I Sun 
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I 

Late night Will the ~rovision of late night refreshment 
D refreshment take ~lace indoot·s or outdoors or both - Jndoors 

Standard days and ~lease tick (please read guidance note 4) 
timings (please read Outdoors D guidance note 8) 

Day Start Finish Both D 
Mon Please give further details here (please read guidance note 5) 

·····~ · -~- ---- ---·-----------

Tue 
--------------- --------------

Wed State any seasonal variations for the ~rovision of late night 
---------- - --------- refreshment (please read guidance note 6) 

Thur 
--------------- ---------------

Fri Non-Standar·d timings. Where you intend to usc the ~remises 
------------------------------ for the provision of late night refreshment at different times2 to 

those listed in the column on the left 2 ~lease list (please read 

Sat guidance note 7) 

--------------- ---------------

Sun 
--------------- ----------- ---
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J 

Supply of alcohol W ill the supply of alcohol be for On the 0 Standard days and consumption - please tiel< (please read premises 
timings (p lease read g uidance note 9) 
guidance note 8) Off the IZI premises 

Day Start Finish Both 0 
Mon 00:00 24:00 State lllll' seasonal variations for the su~Qiy of alcohol (please 

------------- --------------- read guidance note 6) 

Tue 00:00 24:00 
NONE 

------------------

Wed 00:00 24:00 
-------------- ----------- -

Thur 00:00 24:00 Non-Standard timings. Where you intend to use the Qremises 
--··------------ ----- for the su~~ly of alcohol at different times to those listed in the 

column on the left, ~lease list (please read guidance note 7) 

Fri 00:00 24:00 NONE --------------- -------------

Sat 00:00 24:00 
1------------- ····---------

Sun 00:00 24:00 
--------------- ----------

---- -- -

K 

Please highlight any adult ente•·tainment or services, activities, other entertainment or 
matters ancilla ry to the use of the premises that may give •·ise to concern in respect of 
children (please read guidan ce note 10). 

NONE 
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L 

Hours premises are State any seasonal va •·iations (please read guidance note 6) 
open to the public 
Standard days and NONE. 
timings (please read 
guidance note 8) 

Day Start Finish 

Mon 00.00 24.00 
----------·--- --------------

Tue 00.00 24.00 
-·----------- -------------

Wed 00.00 24.00 
---·--------- ----- --------

Non-Standard timings. Whe•·e you intend the ~remises to be 
o~en to the ~ublic at diffe•·ent times from those listed in the 

Thur 00.00 24.00 column on the left, ~lease list (please read guidance note 7) 
--------------- -----------

NONE. 
Fri 00.00 24.00 

--------------- --- ---------

Sat 00.00 24.00 ___ , ....... ------· 

Sun 00.00 24.00 
----------- ---------------
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Please identify those conditions currently unposed on the li cence which you believe could be 
removed as a conseq uence of the proposed variation you are seeking. 

The condition on the licence that currently restricts alcohol sales to 7:00am-
23:00pm Monday to Saturday and 10:00 a.m.- 23:00 on Sundays 

Condition 796 on Annex 3 of the premises licence that will be replaced with an 
updated condition. 

Please tick as appropriate 

• I have enclosed the premises licence 

0 I have enclosed the relevant part of the premises licence 

[X] 
[X] 

If you have not ticked one of these boxes, please fill in reasons for not including the licence or part 
of it below 

Reasons why I have not enclosed the premises licence or relevant part of premises licence. 
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M 

Describe any additional steps you intend to take to promote the four licensing objectives as a 
result of the proposed variation: 

a) General - all fom· licensing objectives (b, c, d and e) (please read guidance note 11) 

IN ADDITION TO THE CONDITIONS CURRENTLY ON THE PREMISES LICENCE- THE 

FOLLOWING CONDITION IS TO BE ADDED: 

An incident log will be operated and maintained and will be produced to a 

relevant officer of the Police or other relevant officers of a responsible authority 
upon reasonable request. 

CONDITION 796 ON ANNEX 3 OF THE PREMISES LICENCE TO BE AMENDED TO: 

796 The Premises Licence holder sha ll be permitted to display bulk stacks, wine 
towers and chilled promotional offerings throughout the store that may not 

necessarily be shown on the plan. The locations may be subject to change but will 
be contained within the red lined licensable area shown on the plan attached to 

the Premises Licence. No sa le of individual cans only multi packs. 

b) The prevention of crime and disorder 

c) Public safety 

An incident log will be operated and maintained and will be produced to a relevant officer 
of the Police or other relevant officers of a responsible authority upon reasonable 
request . 
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d) The prevention of public nuisance 

An incident log will be operated and maintained and will be produced t o a relevant officer 
of the Police or other relevant officers of a responsible authority upon reasonable 
request. 

e) The protection of children from harm 

Checklist: 

41 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Please tick to indicate agreement 

I have made or enclosed payment of the fee; or 
I have not made or enclosed payment of the fee because this application has been 
made in relation to the introduction of the late night levy. 

J have sent copies of this application and the plan to responsible authorities and 
others where applicable. 

I understand that I must now advertise my application . 

I have enclosed the premises licence or relevant part of it or explanation . 

!understand that if! do not comply with the above requirements my application will 
be rejected. 

~ 

D 

~ 

~ 
~ 

~ 

IT IS AN OFFENCE, UNDER SECTION 158 OF THE LICENSING ACT 2003, TO MAKE 
A FALSE STATEMENT IN OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS APPLICATION. THOSE 
WHO MAKE A FALSE STATEMENT MAY BE LIABLE ON SUMMARY CONVICTION 
TO A FINE OF ANY AMOUNT. 
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Part 5- Signatut·es (please read guidance note 12) 

Signature of applicant (the cuJTent premises licence holder) or applicant's solicitor or other 
duly authorised agent (please read guidance note 13). If signing on behalf of the applicant, 
please state in what capacity. 

Signature .P. LOCKETT & CO 

Date 29T11 JUNE 2018 

Capacity DlR Y AUTHORISED AGENTS 

Whet·e the premises licence is jointly held, signature of 2nd applicant (the current premises 
licence bolder) or 2nd applicant's solicitor ot· other authorised agent (please read guidance 
note 14). If signing on behalf of the applicant, please state in what capacity. 

Signature 

Date 

Capacity 

Contact name (where not previously given) and addt·ess for correspondence associated 
with this application (please read guidance note 15) 

MARK BROWN 
LOCKETT&CO 
LOCKETT I-lOUSE 
13 CHURCH STREET 

Post town I KIDDERMINSTER J Post code I DY10 2AH 

Telephone numbet· (if any)   

If you would pt·efet· us to cotTespond with you by e-mail, your e-mail address (optional) 
 

Notes for Guidance 

This application cannot be used to vary the licence so as to extend the period fot· which the 
licence has effect or to vary substantially the pt·emises to which it relates. If you wish to 
make that type of change to the premises licence, you should make a new premises licence 
application under section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003. 

I . You do not have to pay a fee ifthe only purpose ofthe variation for which you are 
applying is to avoid becoming liable for the late night levy 

2. Describe the premises. For example, the type of premises, its general si tuation and layout 
and any other information which could be relevant to the licensing objectives. Where 
your application includes off-supplies of alcohol and you intend to provide a place of 
consumption of these off-supplies of alcohol, you must include a description of where the 
place will be and its prox imity to the premises. 

3. In terms of specific regulated entertainments please note that: 
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Working for a safer Southwark 

The Licensing Unit Metropolitan Police Service 
Floor 3 Licensing Office 
160 Tooley Street Southwark Police Station, 

London 
SE1 2QH 

323 Borough High Street, 
LONDON, 
SE1 1JL 

Tel:     020 7232 6756  
Email: SouthwarkLicensing@met.police.uk

Our reference: MD/21//16 

Date: 26/07/2018

Re:-Shell Gipsy Hill 112-122 Gipsy Hill SE19 1PL 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Police are in receipt of an application from the above for a variation to 
your premises licence for sale of Alcohol for the following opening hours 

Mon – Sun:       24 Hours 

The applicant has also asked for condition 796 to be amended and an additional 
condition added. The premises are situated in a designated residential area under 
the current Southwark council licensing policy. The premises is already licenced to 
sell alcohol in accordance with the hours set out by the policy and I see no 
exceptional circumstances within the application to deviate from the policy in regards 
to sale of alcohol timings. In regards amended condition 796 and the additional 
condition of an incident log police welcome this however in view of the overall 
application  police object to the variation to the licence 

Kind Regards 

PC Mark Lynch 246MD 

APPENDIX C
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Heron, Andrew

From: Tahir, Sarah
Sent: 19 July 2018 10:07
To: Heron, Andrew
Subject: FW: RE: Shell, 112-122 Gipsy Hill, LDO = 30/07/2018
Attachments: Alcohol crime and harm report.docx; Evidence Review - Protection of Children from 

Harm.docx

Added to l1u = 863862 

From: Beswick, Claire On Behalf Of Regen, Licensing 
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2018 9:12 AM 
To: Tahir, Sarah 
Subject: FW: RE: Shell, 112-122 Gipsy Hill, LDO = 30/07/2018 

From: Public Health Licensing  
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 3:06 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing 
Cc: Shapo, Leidon; Public Health Licensing 
Subject: RE: RE: Shell, 112-122 Gipsy Hill, LDO = 30/07/2018 

To whom it may concern: 

RE: SHELL Gipsy Hill Gipsy Hill Service Station, 21 Bartholomew Street, London, SE1 4AL 

On behalf of the Director of Health and Wellbeing (incorporating the role of Director of Public Health) for
Southwark (a responsible authority under the Licensing Act 2003) I wish to make representation in respect
of the above. 

This representation is made in respect of the following licensing objective(s): 

 The prevention of crime and disorder
 Prevention of public nuisance
 Public safety

General Comments 

The application requests a significant variation of their current licence to sell alcohol 24 hours a day off of 
the premises.  

Concerns relating to this application 

College is a ward with high levels of deprivation. Figure 1 shows that ~25% of residents are in the most 
deprived quintile and ~75% are in the 2nd most deprived quintile. Furthermore 20% of working age adults in 
College are claiming out-of-work benefits (above the London average of 8% as of 2016). This thus shows 
that College is a ward that has a high proportion of vulnerable residents that may be susceptible to 
increased alcohol-related harms. 

Figure. 1 – proportion of population in each deprivation quintile 
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This premises is located close to a populated residential area and thus this variation could result in more 
individuals drinking outside the premises for longer hours. Late night and early morning alcohol purchasers 
are more likely to be alcohol misusers and may thereby contribute to antisocial behaviour in the area. The 
increased noise from more individuals consuming alcohol after 23:00 in the local area could also have an 
impact on the sleep of residents living around this premises. A WHO report (2011) has found that 
fragmented sleep can result in short and long term health implications including; cognitive dysfunction, 
abnormal growth hormone release, increase of diastolic BP and increased risk of accidents. Certain groups 
of people are more vulnerable to noise including children, chronically ill and elderly people and shift 
workers (for more information see the evidence review attached). 

Finally, although College has a low ambulance call-out rate (1% of Southwark call-outs from 2016 - 2018), 
the evidence (2012 and 2015; report attached to email) has found that for each additional 1-hour extension 
to the opening times of premises selling alcohol, there was a 16% increase in violent crime, and a 34% 
increase in alcohol-related injuries.  

Figure. 2 – Proximity of residential areas to the establishment 
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Recommendations 

Therefore at this current stage, I recommend the application is rejected in its current state.  

If the applicant wishes to submit a variation on the hours of sale for alcohol, proposed hours for the of sale 
for alcohol should be in line with Southwark’s Statement of Licensing Policy’s recommended hours of 
opening for an off-licence premises in a residential area (with alcohol sales ceasing at 23:00). 

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aakulan Kangatharan 
on behalf of Professor Kevin Fenton, Director of Health and Wellbeing (incorporating the role of Director of 
Public Health) 

From: Tahir, Sarah  
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2018 11:36 AM 
To: Alcohol@homeoffice.gsi.gov.uk ; Sharpe, Carolyn; Chowdhury, Farhad; Chudasama, Sailesh; Costin, Holly; 
Taylor, Dan; DIP Team; Farrington, Ian; FireSafetyRegulationSE@london-fire. gov. uk (FSR-AdminSupport@london-
fire.gov.uk); Graham White; Moore, Ray; Planning.Enquiries; Public Health Licensing; Reg Env Protection; Richards-
Vassell, Thomas; Qau Safeguarding; safer; Shannon, Rochelle; southwark.repro@pbms.co.uk; Tear, Jayne; West 
Team diary 
Subject: RE: Shell, 112-122 Gipsy Hill, LDO = 30/07/2018 
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Buying alcohol at later times is associated with drinking excessive amounts of alcohol, which in 
turn increases the likelihood of harm to the drinker and others. 

There is evidence of this from a number of scientific studies from high‐income countries across the 
last 3 decades. Extending the terminal hour of alcohol sales has increased alcohol‐related harm 
(Smith 1988a, b; Smith 1990; Ragnarsdottir et al. 2002). Recently it was shown that each additional 
1‐hour extension to the opening times of premises selling alcohol was associated with a 16% 
increase in violent crime (Rossow & Norstrom 2012) and a 34% increase in alcohol‐related injuries 
(de Goeij, Veldhuizen, Buster & Kunst, 2015). Within the UK, extensions of the hours of alcohol sales 
have been associated with increased per capita consumption of beer, increases in the number of 
alcohol‐related diagnoses in hospitals, and increases in violent crime (Bruce 1980; Duffy & De Moira 
1996).  Within London, increases in alcohol‐related overnight attendances to the ED and alcohol‐
related admission rates were associated with the 2005 implementation of the 2003 Act. The 
increases included a rise in the number of alcohol‐related attendances as a consequence of injury 
and assault (Newton et al. 2007). 

In light of this evidence, several scientific reviews have concluded that restricting the hours of 
alcohol sales is an effective strategy for reducing excessive alcohol consumption and related harms 
(Grover & Bozzo 1999; Stockwell & Gruenewald 2004; Smith 1988; Popova et al. 2009). A number of 
international bodies, including the World Health Organisation, have recommended the control of 
hours of alcohol sales as a means to reduce alcohol misuse and alcohol‐related harms. We in the 
Public Health team at Southwark Council are heeding this advice by recommending stronger policies 
to reduce alcohol misuse and alcohol‐related harm. Indeed, stronger policies have been associated 
with a reduced likelihood of youth drinking and youth binge drinking (Xuan et al. 2015), and binge 
drinking in the general population (Xuan et al. 2015). One of our recommendations is that the hours 
of alcohol sales be restricted. We are seeking a terminal hour of 0000 for all off‐licenses.   

I would like some restriction on high‐strength beers, lagers, and ciders, given that many 
purchasers of these drinks are alcohol misusers, and that one of these drinks exceeds the NHS’s 
Safer Drinking Guidelines. 

The NHS’s Safer Drinking Guidelines state that males should not regularly drink more than 3‐4 units 

of alcohol, and that females should not regularly drink more than 2‐3 units. We decided to ask for 

the 5% because: 

‐ One 330mL bottle of 5% beer/lager/cider contains 1.7 units of alcohol 

‐ One 440mL can of 4.5% beer/lager/cider contains 2 units of alcohol 

‐ One 440mL can of strong beer/lager/cider contains 4.5 units of alcohol
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Licensing Act 2003 – Protection of Children from Harm 

The impact opening hours has on night time noise is important to take into account 
when considering new licensing applications. Noise from events in premises and the 
dispersal of those leaving an event will contribute to the disturbance of residents in 
surrounding areas, particularly at night. Therefore, applications requesting hours 
outside those stated in the Southwark Licensing Policy, within residential areas, may 
considerably contribute to night time noise and negatively impact sleep.  

According to the World Health Organisation (WHO) (2011), fragmented sleep can 
result in short and long term health implications including; cognitive dysfunction, 
abnormal growth hormone release, increase of diastolic BP and increased risk of 
accidents. Certain groups of people are more vulnerable to noise including children, 
chronically ill and elderly people and shift workers (WHO, 2011). Naturally, children 
spend more time in bed than adults and are more exposed to night time noise 
(WHO, 2011). Sleep is a vital part of daily life and children in particular need 
uninterrupted sleep for growth and cognitive development (Kamp, 2013). 
Disturbances during the night result in fragmented sleep and chronic partial sleep 
deprivation induces tiredness, lower vigilance and reduces daytime performance and 
overall quality of life (O¨hrstro¨m & Griefahn, 1993; Passchier-Vermeer, 2003a; 
WHO, 2011). This can have a detrimental impact on early childhood development 
and education, which negatively affects lifelong achievement and health (WHO, 
2011). 

Sleep is an essential part of a healthy lifestyle and is recognised as a fundamental 
right under the European Convention on Human Rights (European Court of Human 
Rights, 2003). Night noise guidelines for Europe, set out by WHO, suggest the best 
protective measures to reduce sleep disturbance include the reduction of events or 
noise levels, or both (WHO, 2011). Children have no control over where they live. It 
is the council’s obligation to take measures against negative impacts of night time 
noise in residential areas, to provide a healthy and supportive environment which 
maximises the health and wellbeing of children in the local area. To ensure night 
time noise is kept to a minimum, new licensing applications within residential areas 
should be restricted to hours within the recommended guidelines in Southwark’s 
Licensing Policy.  
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Item No. 
7.

Classification:
Open

Date:
20 September 2018

Meeting Name:
Licensing Sub-Committee

Report Title Licensing Act: Southwark Park Lantern & Lights, 
Southwark Park North Section, Gomm Road, SE16 
2TX

Ward(s) of group(s) affected Rotherhithe

From Strategic Director of Environment and Social 
Regeneration

RECOMMENDATION

1. That the licensing sub-committee considers whether an application made by Marcus 
Van Der Gaag for a premises licence be granted under the Licensing Act 2003 in 
respect of the premises known as Southwark Park North Section, Gomm Road, 
SE16 2TX.

2. Notes:

a) This is an application for a time limited premises licence submitted under 
Section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003. The application is subject to 
representations and is therefore referred to the licensing sub-committee for 
determination.

b) Paragraphs 8 to 11 of this report provide a summary of the application under 
consideration by the sub-committee. A copy of the full application is attached 
as Appendix A.

c) Paragraphs 12 to 16 of this report deal with the representations submitted in 
respect of the application. Copies of the representations are attached to this 
report as appendices B & C. A map showing the location of the premises is 
attached to this report as Appendix E.

d) A copy of the council’s approved procedure for hearings of the sub-committee 
in relation to an application made under the Licensing Act 2003, along with a 
copy of the hearing regulations, has been circulated to all parties to the 
meeting. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Licensing Act 2003

3. The Licensing Act 2003  provides a licensing regime for:

 The sale of and supply of alcohol
 The provision of regulated entertainment
 The provision of late night refreshment.

4. Within Southwark, the licensing responsibility is wholly administered by this council.
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5. The Act requires the licensing authority to carry out its functions under the Act with a 
view to promoting the four stated licensing objectives. These are:

 The prevention of crime and disorder
 The promotion of public safety
 The prevention of nuisance
 The protection of children from harm.

6. In carrying out its licensing functions, a licensing authority must also have regard to

 The Act itself
 The guidance to the act issued under Section 182 of the Act
 Secondary regulations issued under the Act
 The licensing authority’s own statement of licensing policy
 The application, including the operating schedule submitted as part of the 

application
 Relevant representations

7. The premises licence application process involves the provision of all relevant 
information required under the Act to the licensing authority with copies provided by 
the applicant to the relevant responsible bodies under the Act. The application must 
also be advertised at the premises and in the local press. The responsible authorities 
and other persons within the local community may make representations on any part 
of the application where relevant to the four licensing objectives.

KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION

The premises licence application

8. On 3 July 2018 Marcus Van Der Gaag applied to this council for the grant of a 
premises licence in respect of Southwark Park North Section, Gomm Road, SE16 
2TX.

9. The application is for a time limited premises licence to facilitate a ‘light and lantern 
festival’ and is summarised as follows: 

 The provision of live music, recorded music, performances of dance, 
anything similar to live / recorded music and the sale of alcohol for 
consumption on the premises

Monday to Sunday 15:00 to 22:00

 Proposed opening hours of the premises 

Monday to Sunday 15:00 to 22:00

It is proposed that the licence operates between 7 November 2018 and 11 
January 2019

 In the application the festival is described as follows:

“Southwark Park Lantern & Lights Festival is a unique lantern experience themed 
around Alice in Wonderland. The experience will take place in the Northern section 
of Southwark Park. Lanterns are being designed around the popular children’s 
classic, Alice in Wonderland and will include a walk through the story created in 
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lantern format. The event has been designed to be interactive using slides and other 
audio visual effects to explore the lanterns. There will also be food and beverage 
traders, entertainers on the bandstand and special effects. The event will be ticketed 
and both pre-sale and on the door tickets will be available.

The event is created by Things to Do Ltd.  Unusual Expo have designed the lanterns 
and Continental Drifts will manage the event.

It is likely there will be two bars at the event which will be in two separate areas.  
There will be on bar at the bandstand area as well as one location on the lights 
route. ”

10. The premises licence application form provides the applicant’s operating schedule. 
Parts E, F, G, H, J, K, L, and M of the operating schedule set out the proposed 
licensable activities, operating hours and operational control measures in full, with 
reference to the four licensing objectives as stated in the Licensing Act 2003. Should 
a premises licence be issued in respect of the application the information provided in 
part M of the operating schedule will form the basis of conditions that will be attached 
to any licence granted subsequent to the application. A copy of the application is 
attached to this report as Appendix A. 

Designated premises supervisor

11. The proposed designated premises supervisor (DPS) is Marcus Van Der Gaag.

Representations from responsible authorities

12. A representation was submitted by this council’s Environmental Protection Team. 
The representation sought further details in regards to noise management during the 
festival and also requested that a comprehensive dispersal policy be provided. The 
applicant provided a noise management plan and dispersal policy and also agreed to 
the inclusion of three conditions in respect of any licence issued subsequent to the 
application. The environmental protection team subsequently withdrew their 
representation.

13. Copies of the environmental protection team’s representation, and related 
correspondence, are attached as Appendix B.

Representations from other persons

14. Seven representations have been submitted by ‘other persons’ being 5 local 
residents, 1 local company and a local ward councillor. In summary the 
representations are concerned that the proposed operation of the premises will lead 
to noise nuisance and will potentially give rise to disorderly and / or anti social 
behaviour.

15. The applicant provided a response to the representations submitted by the ‘other 
persons’. 

16. Copies of the representations submitted by ‘other persons’ and related 
correspondence are attached as Appendix C.

Conciliation

17. The applicant was sent copies of all the representations and was invited to respond 
to them. Following an agreement made with the environmental Protection Team the 
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Environmental Protection Team withdrew their representation. The applicant 
provided a response to the representations submitted by the ‘other persons’, 
however at the time of the writing of this report all of the representations submitted 
by the other persons remain outstanding and must be considered by the licensing 
sub-committee. At the hearing to consider the application the licensing sub-
committee will be apprised as to the withdrawal of any of the representations or of 
any agreement(s) reached in regards to any of the representations.

Premises history

18. A permanent premises licence (licence number 10878) was issued in respect of the 
premises on 16 January 2007 and is summarised as follows:

 The provision of live music, recorded music, performances of dance, 
anything similar to live / recorded music 

Monday to Thursday 10:00 to 21:00
Friday & Saturday 10:00 to 22:00
Sunday 11:00 to 21:00

 Opening hours

Monday to Sunday 08:00 to 22:00

The sale of alcohol is not permitted by licence number 10878. 

A copy of the licence is attached as Appendix D.

19. On 3 July 2018 Marcus Van Der Gaag applied to this council for the grant of a 
premises licence in respect of Southwark Park North Section, Gomm Road, SE16 
2TX.

20. N.B. The effect of the application will extend the provision of entertainment at the 
park by an hour on Sunday to Thursday and will allow the sale of alcohol at the park. 
Permission for the event to take place has already been given to the applicant by this 
council’s Events Team. If this application is not granted the event can still take place 
under licence 10878, albeit without the sale of alcohol permitted and with curtailed 
hours for entertainment on Sunday to Thursday. The ‘other persons’ have been 
informed of this. The sub-committee are invited to consider the application in the 
above context i.e. to make a decision as to whether the sale of alcohol at the park 
should be permitted as applied for and whether entertainment should be permitted 
until 22:00 on Sunday to Thursday rather than making a decision as to whether the 
event can take place – as this permission has already been granted. 

Deregulation of entertainment

21. On 6 April 2015 entertainment became deregulated and as a result: 

 Live unamplified music is deregulated between 08:00hrs and 23:00hrs on any       
premises.

 Live amplified music and recorded music are deregulated between 08:00 and 23:00 
at on licensed premises for an audience of up to 500 people.

 Plays and the performance of dance are deregulated between 08:00 and 23:00 for 
an audience of up to 500 people.
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 Indoor sporting events are deregulated between 08:00 and 23:00 for an audience of 
up to 1000 people.

22. Live music and recorded music can become licensable in on-licensed premises if the 
licensing authority removes the effect of deregulation following a licence review 
(‘licence review mechanism’).

23. The showing of films has not been de-regulated.

Map

24. A map showing the location of the premises is attached to this report as Appendix E. 

Southwark council statement of licensing policy

25. Council Assembly approved Southwark’s Statement of Licensing Policy 2016 - 2020 
on 25 November 2015. The policy came into effect on 1 January 2016. Sections of 
the statement that are considered to be of particular relevance to the sub-
committee’s consideration are:

 Section 3 - Purpose and Scope of the Policy – Which reinforces the four licensing 
objectives and the fundamental principles upon which this Authority relies in 
determining licence applications.

 Section 5 – Determining Applications for Premises Licences and Club Premises 
certificates - Which explains how the policy works and considers issues such as 
location; high standards of management; and the principles behind condition setting.

 Section 6 – Local Cumulative Impact Policies – Which sets out this Authority’s 
approach to cumulative impact and defines the boundaries of the current special 
policy areas and the classifications of premises to which they apply. To be read in 
conjunction with Appendix B of the policy.

 Section 7 – Hours of Operation – Which provides a guide to the hours of licensed 
operation that this Authority might consider appropriate by type of premises and 
(planning) area classification.

 Section 8 – The Prevention of Crime and Disorder – Which provides general 
guidance on the promotion of the first licensing objective.

 Section 9 – Public Safety – Which provides general guidance on the promotion of 
the second licensing objective.

 Section 10 – The Prevention of Nuisance – Which provides general guidance on the 
promotion of the third licensing objective.

 Section 11 – The Protection of Children from Harm – Which provides general 
guidance on the promotion of the fourth licensing objective.

26. The purpose of Southwark’s statement of licensing policy is to make clear to 
applicants what considerations will be taken into account when determining 
applications and should act as a guide to the sub-committee when considering the 
applications. However, the sub-committee must always consider each application on 
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its own merits and allow exceptions to the normal policy where these are justified by 
the circumstances of the application.

27. Within Southwark’s Statement of Licensing Policy 2016 - 2020 the premises are 
identified as being within a residential area. The closing time recommended in the 
Statement of Licensing Policy for restaurants, cafes, cinemas, theatres, public 
houses, wine bars or other drinking establishments in residential areas is 23:00 daily.

Resource implications

28. A fee of £100.00 has been paid by the applicant in respect of the application this 
being the statutory fee payable for premises within non-domestic rateable value band 
A.  

Consultations

29. Consultation has been carried out on this application in accordance with the 
provisions of the Licensing Act 2003. A public notice was published in a local 
newspaper and similar notices were exhibited at the premises for a period of 28 
consecutive days.

Community impact statement

30. Each application is required by law to be considered upon its own individual merits 
with all relevant matters taken into account.

SUPPLEMENTARY ADVICE FROM OTHER OFFICERS

Director of Law & Democracy

31. The sub-committee is asked to determine the application for a premises licence 
under section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003.

32. The principles which sub-committee members must apply are set out below.

Principles for making the determination

33. The general principle is that applications for premises licence applications must be 
granted unless relevant representations are received.  This is subject to the proviso 
that the applicant has complied with regulations in advertising and submitting the 
application.

34. Relevant representations are those which:

 Are about the likely effect of the granting of the application on the promotion of 
the licensing objectives

 Are made by an interested party or responsible authority
 Have not been withdrawn
 Are not, in the opinion of the relevant licensing authority, frivolous or vexatious

35. If relevant representations are received then the sub-committee must have regard to 
them, in determining whether it is necessary for the promotion of the licensing 
objectives to:

 to grant the licence subject to:
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o The conditions mentioned in section 18 (2)(a) modified to such extent as 
the licensing authority considers necessary for the promotion of the 
licensing objectives

o Any condition which must under section 19, 20 or 21 be included in the 
licence

 to exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable activities to which 
the application relates

 to refuse to specify a person in the licence as the premises supervisor
 to reject the application.

Conditions

36. The sub-committee’s discretion is thus limited.  It can only modify the conditions put 
forward by the applicant, or refuse the application, if it is necessary to do so. 
Conditions must be necessary and proportionate for the promotion of one of the four 
licensing objectives, and not for any other reason. Conditions must also be within the 
control of the licensee, and should be worded in a way which is clear, certain, 
consistent and enforceable.

37. The four licensing objectives are:
 The prevention of crime and disorder
 Public safety
 The prevention of nuisance
 The protection of children from harm.

38. Members should note that each objective is of equal importance. There are no other 
licensing objectives, and the four objectives are paramount considerations at all 
times.

39. Conditions will not be necessary if they duplicate a statutory position. Conditions 
relating to night café and take away aspect of the license must relate to the night 
time operation of the premises and must not be used to impose conditions which 
could not be imposed on day time operators.

40. Members are also referred to the Home Office Revised Guidance issued under 
section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 on conditions, specifically section 10.

Reasons

41. If the sub-committee determines that it is necessary to modify the conditions, or to 
refuse the application for a premises licence application, it must give reasons for its 
decision.

Hearing procedures

42. Subject to the licensing hearing regulations, the licensing committee may determine 
its own procedures. Key elements of the regulations are that:

 The hearing shall take the form of a discussion led by the authority. Cross 
examination shall not be permitted unless the authority considered that it is 
required for it to consider the representations.

 Members of the authority are free to ask any question of any party or other 
person appearing at the hearing.
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 The committee must allow the parties an equal maximum period of time in 
which to exercise their rights to:

o Address the authority
o If given permission by the committee, question any other party.
o In response to a point which the authority has given notice it will require 

clarification, give further information in support of their application.

 The committee shall disregard any information given by a party which is not 
relevant to the particular application before the committee and the licensing 
objectives.

 The hearing shall be in public, although the committee may exclude the public 
from all or part of a hearing where it considers that the public interest in doing 
so outweighs the public interest in the hearing, or that part of the hearing, 
taking place in private.

 In considering any representations or notice made by a party the authority may 
take into account documentary or other information produced by a party in 
support of their application, representations or notice (as applicable) either 
before the hearing or, with the consent of all the other parties, at the hearing.

43. This matter relates to the determination of an application for a premises licence 
under section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003. Regulation 26(1) (a) requires the sub-
committee to make its determination at the conclusion of the hearing.

Council’s multiple roles and the role of the licensing sub-committee

44. Sub-committee members will note that, in relation to this application, the council has 
multiple roles. Council officers from various departments have been asked to 
consider the application from the perspective of the council as authority responsible 
respectively for environmental health, trading standards, health and safety and as 
the planning authority.

45. Members should note that the licensing sub-committee is meeting on this occasion 
solely to perform the role of licensing authority. The sub-committee sits in quasi-
judicial capacity, and must act impartially.  It must offer a fair and unbiased hearing 
of the application. In this case, members should disregard the council’s broader 
policy objectives and role as statutory authority in other contexts. Members must 
direct themselves to making a determination solely based upon the licensing law, 
guidance and the council’s statement of licensing policy.

46. As a quasi-judicial body the licensing sub-committee is required to consider the 
application on its merits. The sub-committee must take into account only relevant 
factors, and ignore irrelevant factors.  The decision must be based on evidence, that 
is to say material, which tends logically to show the existence or non-existence of 
relevant facts, or the likelihood or unlikelihood of the occurrence of some future 
event, the occurrence of which would be relevant. The licensing sub-committee must 
give fair consideration to the contentions of all persons entitled to make 
representations to them.

47. The licensing sub-committee is entitled to consider events outside of the premises if 
they are relevant, i.e. are properly attributable to the premises being open. The 
proprietors do not have to be personally responsible for the incidents for the same to 
be relevant. However, if such events are not properly attributable to the premises 
being open, then the evidence is not relevant and should be excluded. Guidance is 
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that the licensing authority will primarily focus on the direct impact of the activities 
taking place at the licensed premises on members of the public, living, working or 
engaged in normal activity in the area concerned.

48. Members will be aware of the council’s code of conduct which requires them to 
declare personal and prejudicial interests. The code applies to members when 
considering licensing applications. In addition, as a quasi-judicial body, members are 
required to avoid both actual bias, and the appearance of bias.

The sub-committee can only consider matters within the application that have been 
raised through representations from other persons and responsible authorities. Other 
persons must live in the vicinity of the premises. This will be decided on a case to 
case basis.

49. Under the Human Rights Act 1998. the sub-committee needs to consider the balance 
between the rights of the applicant and those making representations to the 
application when making their decision. The sub-committee has a duty under section 
17 Crime and Disorder Act 1998 when making its decision to do all it can to prevent 
crime and disorder in the borough.

50. Other persons, responsible authorities and the applicant have the right to appeal the 
decision of the sub-committee to the magistrates’ court within a period of 21 days 
beginning with the day on which the applicant was notified by the licensing authority 
of the decision to be appealed against.

Guidance

51. Members are required to have regard to the DCMS guidance in carrying out the 
functions of licensing authority. However, guidance does not cover every possible 
situation, so long as the guidance has been properly and carefully understood, 
members may depart from it if they have reason to do so. Full reasons must be given 
if this is the case.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

Background Papers Held At Contact
Licensing Act 2003
DCMS Guidance to the Act
Secondary Regulations
Southwark statement of licensing 
Policy Case file

Southwark Licensing, C/O 
Community Safety &
Enforcement, 160 Tooley  
Street, London, SE1 2QH

Kirty Read
          Tel: 020 7525 5748
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

03/07/2018 
Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003 
Ref No. 1049888

Name of Applicant

Please enter the name(s) who is applying for a premises licence under section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003
and am making this application to you as the relevant licensing authority in accordance with section 12 of the
Licensing Act 2003

Marcus Van Der Gaag

Premises Details

Non-domestic rateable value of premises in order to see your rateable value click here (opens in new window)

£ 0

Band D and E only applies to premises which uses exclusively or primarily for the
supply of alcohol for 
consumption on the premises

Premises trading name

Southwark Park Lantern & Lights

Postal address of premises or, if none, ordnance survey map reference or description

Address Line 1 Southwark Park North Section

Address Line 2 Gomm Road

Town

County London

Post code SE16 2TX

Ordnance survey
map reference

Description of the
location

Southwark Park North Section

Telephone number

Applicant Details

Please select whether you are applying for a premises licence as

an individual 

APPENDIX A102



Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

If you are applying as an individual or non-individual please select one of the following:-

I am carrying on or proposing to carry on a business which involves the use of the
<br>premises for licensable activities

Other Applicants

Personal Details - First Entry

Name Marcus Van Der Gaag

Address - First Entry

Street number or
building name

Street Description

Town

County

Post code

Registered number (
where applicable )

Description of
applicant ( for
example,
partnership,
company,
unincorporated
association etc )

Contact Details - First Entry

Telephone number

Email address

Operating Schedule

When do you want the premises licence to start?

07/11/2018

If you wish the licence to be valid only for a limited period, when do you want it to end?

11/01/2019

General description of premises ( see guidance note 1 )
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

Southwark Park Lantern & Lights Festival is a unique lantern experience themed
around Alice in Wonderland. The experience will take place in the Northern section of
Southwark Park. Lanterns are being designed around the popular children’s classic,
Alice in Wonderland and will include a walk through the story created in lantern format.
The event has been designed to be interactive using slides and other audio visual
effects to explore the lanterns. There will also be food and beverage traders,
entertainers on the bandstand and special effects. The event will be ticketed and both
pre-sale and on the door tickets will be available. 

The event is created by Things To Do. Ltd. Unusual Expo have designed the lanterns
and Continental Drifts will event manage
the event.

It is likely there will be two bars at the event which will be in two separate areas. There 
will be on bar at the bandstand area as well as one location on the lights route.

If 5,000 or more people are expected to attend the premises at any one time please use the drop down below
to select the number.

Less than 5000

Operating Schedule part 2

What licensable activities do you intend to carry on from the premises?

(Please see sections 1 and 14 of the Licensing Act 2003 and schedule 1 and 2 of the 
Licensing Act 2003)

Provision of regulated entertainment (Please read guidance note 2)

e) live music

f) recorded music

g) performance of dance

h) anything of a similar description to that falling within (e), (f) or (g)

Provision of late night refreshment

Supply of alcohol

j) Supply of alcohol

E - Live Music
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

Will the performance of live music take place indoors or outdoors or both? ( Please read guidance note 3)

Outdoors

Please give further details here ( Please read guidance note 4)

On selected dates there will be a programme of live 
 entertainment from professional acts on the bandstand. This will be a combination of
actors/ performers and live music. 

On week day evenings we will invite local groups and schools to come along and
perform. This will include choirs, local 
 musicians and school Christmas carol Singing.

Standard days and timings for Live Music ( Please read guidance note 7)

Day Start Finish

Mon 15:00 22:00

Tues 15:00 22:00

Wed 15:00 22:00

Thur 15:00 22:00

Fri 15:00 22:00

Sat 15:00 22:00

Sun 15:00 22:00

State any seasonal variations for the performance of live music ( Please read guidance note 5 )

the premises licence will only need to be valid for the duration of the event, including
the build and de-rig, which is the 7th November until the 11th of January. the activity
will no occur on any additional days

Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises for the performance of live music at different
times to those listed. ( Please read guidance note 6 )

The activity will not increase on either Christmas eve or new years eve, the event will
always only run 15:00 till 22:00 daily.

F - Recorded Music

Will the playing of recorded music take place indoors or outdoors or both? ( Please read guidance note 3 )

Outdoors

Please give further details here ( Please read guidance note 4)
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

On selected dates there will be a programme of live 
 entertainment from professional acts on the bandstand. This  will be a combination of
actors/ performers and live music. 

On week day evenings we will invite local groups and schools to 
 come along and perform. This will include choirs, local musicians and school
Christmas carol Singing.

There will also be ambient background music played on a Tannoy System throughout
the lantern walk.

Standard days and timings for Recorded Music ( Please read guidance note 7 )

Day Start Finish

Mon 15:00 22:00

Tues 15:00 22:00

Wed 15:00 22:00

Thur 15:00 22:00

Fri 15:00 22:00

Sat 15:00 22:00

Sun 15:00 22:00

State any seasonal variations for playing recorded music ( Please read guidance note 5)

the premises licence will only need to be valid for the duration of the event, including
the build and de-rig, which is the 7th November until the 11th of January. the activity
will no occur on any additional days

Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises for the playing of recorded music entertainment
at different times to those listed. ( Please read guidance note 6 )

The activity will not increase on either Christmas eve or New Year’s Eve, the event will
always only run 15:00 till 22:00 daily.

G - Performances of Dance

Will the performances of dance take place indoors or outdoors or both? ( Please read guidance note 3 )

Outdoors

Please give further details here ( Please read guidance note 4 )

On selected dates there will be a programme of live entertainment from professional
acts on the bandstand. This will be a combination of actors/ performers and live music. 

On week day evenings we will invite local groups and schools to come along and
perform. This will include choirs, local musicians and school Christmas carol Singing.

Standard days and timings for Performance of dance ( Please read guidance note 7 )
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

Day Start Finish

Mon 15:00 22:00

Tues 15:00 22:00

Wed 15:00 22:00

Thur 15:00 22:00

Fri 15:00 22:00

Sat 15:00 22:00

Sun 15:00 22:00

State any seasonal variations for the performance of dance ( Please read guidance note 5 )

The premises licence will only need to be valid for the duration of the event, including
the build and de-rig, which is the 7th November until the 11th of January.  the activity
will not occur on any additional days

Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises for the performance of dance entertainment at
different times to those listed. ( Please read guidance note 6)

The activity will not increase on either Christmas eve or New Year’s Eve, the event will
always only run 15:00 till 22:00 daily.

H - Anything of a similar description to that falling within (e), (f) or (g)

Please give a description of the type of entertainment you will be providing

The bandstand programme is TBC at current but there may also be scope for children
to display their lanterns at the festival following an onsite workshop, this would be
displayed as the bandstand as a light installation.

Will the entertainment take place indoors or outdoors or both? ( Please read guidance note 3)

Outdoors

Please give further details here ( Please read guidance note 4 )

The total amount of lanterns displayed is unknown at current and it may be that we
designate an area within the trail route to display the creations.

Standard days and timings for Anything of a similiar description to that falling within (e), (f) or (g) ( Please read
guidance note 7)

Day Start Finish

Mon 15:00 22:00

Tues 15:00 22:00

Wed 15:00 22:00
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

Thur 15:00 22:00

Fri 15:00 22:00

Sat 15:00 22:00

Sun 15:00 22:00

State any seasonal variations for entertainment of a similar description to that falling within (e), (f) or (g) (
Please read guidance note 5)

The premises licence will only need to be valid for the duration of the event, including
the build and de-rig, which is the 7th 
 November until the 11th of January. The activity will not occur on any additional days

Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises for the entertainment of similar description to that
falling within (e), (f) or (g) at different times to those listed. ( Please read guidance note 6 )

The activity will not increase on either Christmas eve or new years eve, the event will
always only run 15:00 till 22:00 daily.

J - Supply of Alcohol

Will the supply of alcohol be for consumption ( Please read guidance note 8)

On the premises

Standard days and timings for Supply of alcohol ( Please read guidance note 7)

Day Start Finish

Mon 15:00 22:00

Tues 15:00 22:00

Wed 15:00 22:00

Thur 15:00 22:00

Fri 15:00 22:00

Sat 15:00 22:00

Sun 15:00 22:00

State any seasonal variations for the supply of alcohol ( Please read guidance 5)

The premises licence will only need to be valid for the duration of the event, including
the build and de-rig, which is the 7th November until the 11th of January.  the activity
will not occur on any additional days

Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises for the supply of alcohol at different times to
those listed. Please list, ( Please read guidance note 6 )

The activity will not increase on either Christmas eve or New Year’s Eve, the event will
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

always only run 15:00 till 22:00 daily.

Please download and then upload the consent form completed by the designated proposed premises
supervisor

Premises Supervisor

Full name of proposed designated premises supervisor

First names Marcus

Surname Van Der Gaag

DOB

Date Of Birth

Address of proposed designated premises supervisor

Street number or
Building name

Street Description

Town

County

Post code

Personal licence number of proposed designated premises supervisor, if any,

Personal licence
number ( if known )

Issuing authority ( if
known )

K

Please highlight any adult entertainment or services, activities, other entertainment or matters ancillary to the
use of the premises that may give rise to concern in respect of children ( Please read guidance note 9)

Not applicable, there will be no adult entertainment or services, activities, other
entertainment at the event.

L - Hours premises are open to public
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

Hours premises are open to the public ( standard timings Please read guidance note 7 )

Day Start Finish

Mon 15:00 22:00

Tues 15:00 22:00

Wed 15:00 22:00

Thur 15:00 22:00

Fri 15:00 22:00

Sat 15:00 22:00

Sun 15:00 22:00

State any seasonal variations ( Please read guidance note 5 )

The premises licence will only need to be valid for the duration of the event, including
the build and de-rig, which is the 7th November until the 11th of January.  the activity
will not occur on any additional days

Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises to be open to the public at different times from
those listed. Please list, ( Please read guidance note 6 )

The activity will not increase on either Christmas eve or New Year’s Eve, the event will
always only run 15:00 till 22:00 daily.

M - Steps to promote four licencing objectives

a) General - all four licensing objectives (b,c,d,e) ( Please read guidance note 10 )

Please list here steps you will take to promote all four licensing objectives together.

Continental Drifts will: devise the following paperwork and procedures

Event Management Plan 
Security Operational Plan 
Attend SAG meeting
Emergency Liasion Team, with regular meetings 
Ticketing allocation 
Fencing & Barriers 
Security and Stewarding management, conditions of entry 
Signage, lighting, radio communications 
NEBOSH qualified health and safety officer, site inspections prior to opening daily,
CDM Regulations 
First aid & Welfare 
Waste Management, Noise Management, Crowd Management
Environmental Policy & Ecology Survey 
Emergency Protocols & Intervention Procedures
Fire Safety, Emergency Procedures and Medical Provision
Children and Vulnerable Persons Protection Plan
Challenge 25
Risk Assessment

b) the prevention of crime and disorder
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

Southwark Park Lantern & Lights Festival 2018 will work in conjunction with Southwark
council and local authority’s to minimise crime and disorder at the event. Following
Safety Advisor Group meetings, the festival organisers are in the process of developing
detailed plans and procedures to ensure crime is kept at a minimum in the form of the
Event Management Plan. 

There will be a strong onsite security presence through out the event with bag searches
at the main entrance. Conditions of entry will be in place to ensure visitors safety, with
security enforcing a zero-tolerance policy on anti-social behaviour. The event itself will
be barriered off from the public with one access into and out of the festival, the purpose
of barriers is to provide physical security and prevent the build up of crowd pressures.
Adequate lighting and signage will be situated around the festival along with stewards
ensuring there is a free flow of the public during the event.  Southwark Park Lantern
and Lights festival will follow a crowd management plan to ensure adequate means of
escape in the event of an emergency. A detailed security plan will be presented from
Security Nation Ltd.

c) public safety

First aid and Welfare facilities will be available for public, staff and contractors for the
duration of the build, de-rig and live event We will have a NEBOSH qualified health and
safety officer on site during the event build to oversee health and safety procedures
and advise on best practice. All staff will be briefed on our safety policy and issued with
relevant PPE. Continental Drifts operate a CDM regulated site and all contractors will
be asked to sign the site rules and regulations on arrival on site.  Admission to
backstage and production facilities will be by pass only. Security will be positioned at
key areas to protect equipment, maintain exit routes, maintain emergency routes,
monitor and control pedestrian flow and provide continuous update of events around
the site to Security Control. Backstage areas will be fenced so public can not access
them. All generators and fragile or dangerous areas will be fenced. An inspection of the
site and facilities will be made before the event is opened to the public. The inspection
will ensure the integrity of the site infrastructure and that the site is suitable to admit
members of the public. The main arena will be completed and ready for inspection
other than for minor details by 14:00 on the day preceding the event where any
modifications or remedial work will be agreed between the relevant responsible
authorities, safety manager and site manager. The site will be designed to ensure it has
adequate means of escape in the event of an emergency, allows for the free flow of the
public during the event and avoids creation of bottlenecks and even out crowd
densities. Stewards and security will be situated throughout the event managing crowd
control and monitoring crowd atmosphere. Emergency Protocols & Intervention
Procedure plans for weather, accidents, critical accidents, bomb threats, acid attacks
and HVM will be in place for the duration of the event. Local police, fire and ambulance
authorities are aware of the event and will be on standby to assist where necessary.

d) the prevention of public nuisance

Southwark Park Lantern & Lights festival will only operate during standard working
hours to avoid noise nuisance. Security will be assisting the public in leaving the event
and ensuring that this is done with minimum disturbance to neighbours of the site.
Noise management plans will be implemented for the duration of the event with a
designated individual monitoring decidable levels for the event ensuring noise levels as
kept to an acceptable amount. Guidance will be sought from officers of the Council on
measures that can be taken to reduce noise leakage from event sites, with any
complaint passed on by the Council dealt with promptly. A specialist waste
management company will manage the onsite waste. They will sort recycling and food
waste in a designated area. Daily waste clearance will take place during the event
closed period to ensure the site is cleared of rubbish each day. There will also be litter
pickers during the events. They will remove all rubbish from the site by 11th January
2019. An ecology study will be carried out for the event, to address any environmental
concerns within the park.  
Visitors will be asked to leave the site quietly.

e) the protection of children from harm
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

Young children will require adult supervision to be granted access to the event.
Southwark Park Lantern & Lights Festival will operate a strict Children and Vulnerable
Persons Protection Plan, where by ensuring all missing children are safely returned to
their guardians. All lost children managers have valid DBS checks. To re-unite a parent
/ carer with their child / vulnerable person, the parent must give a full and accurate
description of that person. If no-one has claimed the child after 2 hours they should be
handed over to the police. No under-age persons will be sold alcohol at the event, a
challenge 25 policy will be in place.

Please upload a plan of the premises

Please upload any additional information i.e. risk assessments

Checklist

I have enclosed the plan of the premises.
I understand that if I do not comply with the above requirements my application<br> will
be rejected.
I understand that I must now advertise my application (In the local paper within 14 days
of applying

Home Office Declaration

Please tick to indicate agreement

I am a company or limited liability partnership

Declaration

I agree to the above statement

Yes

PaymentDescription

AuthCode

LicenceReference

PaymentContactEmail

Please provide name of applicant (the current premises licence holder) or applicant's solicitor or other duly
authorised agent (please read guidance note 12). If completing on behalf of the applicant, please state in what
capacity.

Full name

Date

Marcus Van Der Gaag 
03/07/2018
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Business - Application for a premises licence to be granted under the Licensing Act 2003

(DD/MM/YYYY)

Capacity

Where the premises licence is jointly held, enter the 2nd applicant (the current premises licence holder) or 2nd
applicant's solicitor or other authorised agent (guidance note 13). If completing on behalf of the applicant state
in what capacity

Full name

Date
(DD/MM/YYYY)

Capacity

Contact name (where not previously given) an address for correspondence associated with this application
(please read guidance note 14)

Contact name and
address for
correspondence

Telephone No.

If you prefer us to
correspond with you
by e-mail, your email
address (optional)

The information you provide will be used fairly and lawfully and Southwark Council will not knowingly do
anything which may lead to a breach of the Data Protection Act 1998.
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Appendix B – copies of the representation submitted by the Environmental Protection 
Team and related correspondence 

From: Earis, Richard <Richard.Earis@southwark.gov.uk>  
Sent: 31 July 2018 11:04 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk> 
Cc:   
Subject: Objection to time limited License application - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights 

RE: Time limited License application - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights 

I have considered the above application on behalf of the Environmental Protection Team 
(prevention of public nuisance responsible authority).  I would like to object on the grounds that the 
application is not sufficiently clear over the expected level of noise impact and likely sources of 
noise.  The lack of information makes it difficult to be assured that it will comply with the licensing 
objective.  The application also fails to detail adequate information on controlling dispersal of 
patrons in light of the large numbers of people expected. 

Please could the applicant: 

 Provide more details on the proposals for live music\stages externally and explain all of the
expected noise sources and how frequently these will operate

 Depending on the detail above it is likely to be necessary to provide a noise management
plan

 Provide a comprehensive dispersal policy

Subject to clarification and further information on the above it may be possible to conciliate my 
objections. 

Kind Regards, 

Richard 
Richard Earis 
Principal Environmental Protection Officer 
Environmental Protection Team 

020 7525 2469 

Postal address: Southwark Council | Environmental Protection Team | Regulatory Services | 3rd 
Floor Hub  1 | PO Box 64529 | London | SE1P 5LX. 

Office address (By appointment only): Southwark Council | Environmental Protection Team | 
Regulatory Services | 3rd Floor  Hub 1 | 160 Tooley Street | London | SE1 2QH 

www.southwark.gov.uk 

visit: http://www.southwark.gov.uk/air-quality 
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From:   

Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 10:44 AM 
To:   

Cc:   
Subject: RE: Objection to time limited License application - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights 

 
Hi Richard 
 
Just left you a voicemail to discuss this further with you. We have as you know presented plans at 
SAG. After this we received the below email from Paul Newman about not needing a Noise 
Management Plan. I would like to chat this through with you on the phone if you’re around at all 
today? I have also responded to your queries below: 
 

 Provide more details on the proposals for live music\stages externally and explain all of the 
expected noise sources and how frequently these will operate.  

 
There will be a tannoy system surrounding the lantern route. This will play background music to 
accompany people walking. This will be at low level. There will also be Sound Pads at some of the 
lanterns which will play soundbites to accompany the lanterns (such as “off with her head” by the 
Red Queen from Alice in Wonderland) again this will be localised sound. All tannoy systems will be 
inward facing to just provide sound to the route. 
 
There will be a small community stage. This will have intermittent performances throughout the 
events. This will not be a constant loud music stage but will feature community and school choirs 
singing carols and local performers. The programme is yet to be determined but we know it wont be 
blaring music. 
 

 Depending on the detail above it is likely to be necessary to provide a noise management 
plan  

 
Totally happy to provide a noise management plan if required. Would be great to chat this through 
with you to determine this. Also happy to monitor sound levels if you have an acceptable level you 
need us to stick to. We could monitor at nearest residencies regularly throughout the event? 
 

 Provide a comprehensive dispersal policy  
 
There will be up to 2500 people on site at any one time. However sessions will be booked in 500 
people increments so egress and ingress to the event will be staggered. The majority will be heading 
towards either Canada Water or Bermondsey Tube stations. Security/ Stewards will monitor them 
leaving the site. Signage will be displayed along the egress route asking people to not make too 
much noise. There will also be lighting along the exit pathways to ensure there is enough light for 
people to leave safely. I am happy to provide more information on this should you require it. Please 
let me know specifics of what you require. 
 
As above if we could chat this through at some point soon that would be great. My number is below 
in the signature strip. 
 
Many thanks 
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From: Earis, Richard <Richard.Earis@southwark.gov.uk>  
Sent: 02 August 2018 12:02 
To:   
Cc:   
Subject: RE: Objection to time limited License application - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights 
 
Thanks                    – I am out of the office all day today and tied up with another issue at the moment 
but will give you a call this afternoon to discuss this. 
 
The information is reassuring and we should be able to agree a couple of simple conditions to cover 
the concerns and I can then withdraw my representation.   
 
We will discuss later today. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Richard 
 
Richard Earis 
Principal Environmental Protection Officer 
Environmental Protection Team 
 
020 7525 2469  
 
Postal address: Southwark Council | Environmental Protection Team | Regulatory Services | 3rd 
Floor Hub  1 | PO Box 64529 | London | SE1P 5LX. 
 
Office address (By appointment only): Southwark Council | Environmental Protection Team | 
Regulatory Services | 3rd Floor  Hub 1 | 160 Tooley Street | London | SE1 2QH 
 
www.southwark.gov.uk 
 
visit: http://www.southwark.gov.uk/air-quality  
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From: Earis, Richard <Richard.Earis@southwark.gov.uk>  
Sent: 02 August 2018 14:48 
To:   
Subject: RE: Objection to time limited License application - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights 
 
Hi                     , 
 
Further to our conversation, as discussed with Millie I don’t have any objections in principle.  I would 
just like to see the information below and relevant bits from the EMP expanded and put together 
into a short specific noise and dispersal management plan to cover: 
 

 The types of music acts which will be permitted on the stages 
 Likely frequency and timing of acts (i.e. every day, once a week, occasional, to what hours) 
 Whether amplification will be used and if so how this will be set to ensure no nuisance is 

caused 
 Monitoring arrangements to ensure no nuisance (decibel checks are not necessary in light of 

the information provided but I would expect regular subjective checks of site perimeter) 
 Control of tannoy noise 
 Any other noise sources 
 Dispersal arrangements (i.e. stewarding, signage, taxi\car pickup locations etc.) 
 Identify roles\responsibilities for noise and dispersal issues  

 
This does not need to be a long document – just a simple concise policy to deal with noise 
issues.  Please make sure it has enforceable commitments.  Please send through to me once 
complete. 
 
Please confirm you are happy with the following license conditions: 
 

 Suitably qualified or experienced persons shall be employed at all times, whilst licensable 
activity is being provided, and shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that patrons do not 
cause a nuisance in the vicinity of the premises.  

 
 Regular checks shall be made of the perimeter of the site when live music is taking place to 

ensure that the event does not cause a nuisance in the vicinity of the premises 
 

 An event noise and dispersal management plan shall be produced and implemented at the 
premises, with all staff trained on the most recent iteration of the plan.  The plan shall detail 
measures to ensure music and dispersal of patrons will not cause a nuisance to surrounding 
residents.  A copy of the plan and training records shall be made available to the council or 
police on request. 

 
Subject to agreement on the above I will withdraw my objections. 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
Richard 
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From:   

Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2018 4:49 PM 
To: Earis, Richard 

Subject: RE: Objection to time limited License application - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights 

 
Hi Richard 
 
Please find attached our noise and dispersal plan. If you need any further information please do let 
us know. If you can let us know if this has satisfied the queries raised that would be great. 
 
Many Thanks 

From: Earis, Richard  
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 10:40 AM 

To: Regen, Licensing 
Cc:  

Subject: FW: Objection to time limited License application - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights 

 
Dear Licensing, 
 
On the basis of the attached noise plan and the applicant’s agreement to the following conditions 
(also attached), I confirm I withdraw my objections to this application. 
 

• Suitably qualified or experienced persons shall be employed at all times, whilst licensable 
activity is being provided, and shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that patrons do 
not cause a nuisance in the vicinity of the premises.  

 
• Regular checks shall be made of the perimeter of the site when live music is taking place 

to ensure that the event does not cause a nuisance in the vicinity of the premises 
 

• An event noise and dispersal management plan shall be produced and implemented at 
the premises, with all staff trained on the most recent iteration of the plan.  The plan 
shall detail measures to ensure music and dispersal of patrons will not cause a nuisance 
to surrounding residents.  A copy of the plan and training records shall be made available 
to the council or police on request. 

 
Kind Regards, 
 
Richard 
 
Richard Earis 
Principal Environmental Protection Officer 
Environmental Protection Team 
 
020 7525 2469  
 
Postal address: Southwark Council | Environmental Protection Team | Regulatory Services | 3rd 
Floor Hub  1 | PO Box 64529 | London | SE1P 5LX. 
 
Office address (By appointment only): Southwark Council | Environmental Protection Team | 
Regulatory Services | 3rd Floor  Hub 1 | 160 Tooley Street | London | SE1 2QH 
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From:   

Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 12:12 PM 
To: McArthur, Wesley 

Subject: FW: Southwark Park - Lanterns & Lights 10 weeks (?) 

Dear Wesley 

I refer to my email dated 24 July 2018 (below) which you have acknowledged. 

For the avoidance of doubt my email represents a formal representation in  respect of the following 
application: 

Application for a time limited premises licence - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights, Southwark Park 
North Section, Gomm Road, London, SE16 2TX (ref: 863890) and that the representation is being 
submitted in regards to the prevention of public nuisance licensing objective. 

Yours sincerely 

From:   
Sent: 24 July 2018 08:54 
To: 'LICENSING@SOUTHWARK.GOV.UK' <LICENSING@SOUTHWARK.GOV.UK> 
Subject: FW: Southwark Park - Lanterns & Lights 10 weeks (?) 

Dear Sir or Madam 

I am writing in my capacity as director of  in connection with the attached 
application. 

The company holds its annual memorial service every year in the garden of remembrance. 
The service is due to take place this year on Wednesday 5 December 2018 between 6.30 and 8.15. 
The service is attended by over 2,000 people from the community who are there to pay their 
respects to the loved ones that they have so sadly lost. 

Given that this is such an important event for the borough we would respectfully request that any 
events that are due to take place in the park (particularly if loud music is involved) are suspended 
during the service. 

I sincerely trust that you will appreciate the importance of the service to the company. 

Yours faithfully 

Party 1

Appendix C - copies of the representations submitted by other persons and related correspondence
APPENDIX C
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Party 2 

From:   

Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 12:34 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing 

Subject: alcohol licence for the Winter Lantern Festival on the north section of Southwark Park. 

Mr 

09/08/18 

I object-to the alcohol licence for the Winter Lantern Festival on the north section of 

Southwark Park. Due to noise and public nuisance and late hours drinking in and around 

Rotherhithe SE16. 

We already suffer from Printworks/Southwark park carnival and Rotherhithe festival noise in 

this small community. 

Mr 
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Party 3 

From:   

Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 8:51 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing 

Subject:  

Dear Licensing Department, 

I write to make a formal objection to the aforementioned licensing application for an event in 

Southwark Park between November to January. 

I make this objection on the basis of preventing crime and disorder, and preventing public nuisance. 

The proposal is for a winter wonderland style event in the northern part of Southwark Park operating 

between 15:00-22:00 seven days per week. This area is mere metres from hundreds of residential 

properties (primarily the Kirby Estate and Slippers Place Estate) within North Bermondsey ward. 

I share the concerns of residents that this proposed licensed activity will cause considerable noise and 

nuisance which will impact the amenity of local residents. This part of Southwark Park is located 

close to two major estates with several hundred council properties (many of which back onto the 

park). The application includes live and recorded music being played outdoors and the supply of 

alcohol in an exposed environment. The noise which is likely to be emitted from this site and 

activities will have no sound barrier and cause considerable public nuisance. 

Concerns have also been raised about crime and disorder. This is already an area with considerable 

crime and anti-social behaviour issues. The likely effects of hundreds or thousands of revellers 

leaving the park at 10pm every day in search of a local pub/bar will have a major effect on crime and 

disorder on local streets. There have historically been violent incidents at the end of public events held 

in Southwark Park and events such as the firework display are now heavily protected by security and 

stewards. There is currently a lack of assurance that the same provisions and requirements would 

apply to this event. 

Finally, I am also concerned about the lack of consultation about this license application. It is my 

understanding that a notice should be displayed for 28 days. I have been informed by residents who 

live adjacent to the site that they have not seen such a notice anywhere within or around the park. 

Furthermore, given the outdoor nature of this proposed event, any notice within the park itself is 

insufficient to ensure full consultation with the residents living immediately outside of the park. I 

would like to request that the consultation period be extended and the licensing department to take 

steps to ensure that ALL local residents living immediately next to this section of the park have been 

informed directly of the proposal and the means of responding. 
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Party 4 

From:   

Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 9:28 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing; maria a 

Subject: Licence number 863890 

863890 

 your name and signature -
 your address -
 the date you wrote the letter 9th August
 the application that you are opposed to - licence no 863890
 the reasons why you are opposed to the application - consdiering the no of people

expected to turn up each day, it will create a public nuisance in an already congested
area. Period of ten weeks is far too long to have such an influx of people daily. When
they leave the venue there will also be alot of noise and distubance in the
surrounding residential area quite late into the night.
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From:   
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 10:21 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing 
Subject: Objection and complain - Southwark Park event Lanterns and Lights event 

Dear Licensing Department, 

I would like submit objections to licensing of an upcoming event in Southwark Park Lantern and 
Lights and a complain regarding the event. 

I was asked by many residents of Moreton House and so far some residents in Gathaker House to 
include them to my objection to the upcoming event . 

The reason for objection are 

- noise - life music, recorded music, life performances of any kind starting at 3 pm and lasting as late 
as 10 pm on a daily basis for 10 weeks starting the 21.11.2018 till 06.01.2019 
- antisocial behaviour during events and after  
- antisocial behaviour of people after the gates close in front of the park gates, around estates, on 
the stairs and patios of estates till early morning hours  
- alcohol selling on the event 
- drug dealing  
- knife crime and any other crime  
- residents are worried about the safety of their children and their own safety  
- issues with parking  
- damage to the park  
- rubbish thrown in the park  
- the noise and antisocial behaviour will have a catastrophic impact on residents ( mostly those who 
work), especially their children who won’t be able to sleep at night ( many fall asleep at 8 pm and 
they need to go to nursery or school during the week days and study at afternoon .  

Complain- all residents who live at the Southwark Park (North) had no information whatsoever 
about the event. No residents have been informed by the Southwark Council by any letters, email 
nor leaflets or displays on the entrance of their estates. No residents had the chance to be able to 
submit any objections and share their worries about this particular event at all/ nor on time.  

It is outrageous that the residents who live close to the event haven’t been consulted about the 
event and they could not have their say as the event will have a negative impact on their lives for 10 
weeks. 

Complain - the note on at least 1 entrance about the upcoming event hasn’t been noticed by 
residents as it’s not placed very visibly and it’s small with even smaller print showing a map and very 
small print saying that there is an event going to take place from and till a date. That’s also a reason 
that not even residents visiting with their kids or dogs entering this particular gate Moreton House 
didn’t see it with many saying it wasn’t even there. 

As it’s today the last day of submitting objections from residents, many residents and I would like 
you to consider to give a license to this event until all residents can be consulted and residents can 
have their say.  

Party 5
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Complain - there supposed to be 28 days given to anyone who feels to submit an objection from the 
day of the application, but no residents were informed and consulted.  

Requirements - letter must be sent to all residents who live around and close to North Southwark 
Park with an extended information about this event and given residents a chance to leave a 
feedback on it and being given chance to share their worries. 

Displays on or at estates lifts or walls very visible for residents. 

Thank you very much for your kind attention and consideration. 

Resident 

Sent from my iPhone 

From:   

Sent: Saturday, August 11, 2018 4:01 PM 

To: Read, Kirty 
Subject: Re: Licence number -863890. 

Dear Licensing Department, 

Thank you very much for your quick reply to my representation regarding the licence 863890- 
Lantern and Lights event in Southwark Park. 

I would like to ad my personal information as you have requested in order to deal with my 
representations, as follows: 

Thank you very much for your consideration and attention. 

I look forward to your reply soon. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Party 6 

From:   

Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 8:23 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing 

Cc:   
Subject: Application 863890 - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights 

To Chair of the Licencing committee 

cc the Licencing Senior officer  

I write to make a formal objection to the aforementioned licensing application for an event in 

Southwark Park between November to January. 

I make this objection on the basis of preventing crime and disorder, and preventing public 

nuisance. 

The proposal is for a winter wonderland style event in the northern part of Southwark Park 

operating between 15:00-22:00 seven days per week. This area is mere metres from hundreds 

of residential properties (primarily the Kirby Estate and Slippers Place Estate) within North 

Bermondsey ward. 

I share the concerns of residents that this proposed licensed activity will cause considerable 

noise and nuisance which will impact the amenity of local residents. This part of Southwark 

Park is located close to two major estates with several hundred council properties (many of 

which back onto the park). The application includes live and recorded music being played 

outdoors and the supply of alcohol in an exposed environment. The noise which is likely to 

be emitted from this site and activities will have no sound barrier and cause considerable 

public nuisance. 

Concerns have also been raised about crime and disorder. This is already an area with 

considerable crime and anti-social behaviour issues. The likely effects of hundreds or 

thousands of revellers leaving the park at 10pm every day in search of a local pub/bar will 

have a major effect on crime and disorder on local streets. There have historically been 

violent incidents at the end of public events held in Southwark Park and events such as the 

firework display are now heavily protected by security and stewards. There is currently a lack 

of assurance that the same provisions and requirements would apply to this event. 

Finally, I am also concerned about the lack of consultation about this license application. It is 

my understanding that a notice should be displayed for 28 days. I have been informed by 

residents who live adjacent to the site that they have not seen such a notice anywhere within 

or around the park. Furthermore, given the outdoor nature of this proposed event, any notice 

within the park itself is insufficient to ensure full consultation with the residents living 

immediately outside of the park. I would like to request that the consultation period be 

extended and the licensing department to take steps to ensure that ALL local residents living 

immediately next to this section of the park have been informed directly of the proposal and 

the means of responding. 

We would appreciate information regarding the date that the licensing committee will 

consider this application and We will endeavour to attend that sub-committee meeting with 

colleagues from the  
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I would be grateful for confirmation that this objection has been received and recorded in 

time. 

Kind regards, 

From: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk> 
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2018 10:00:15 AM 
To:   
Cc: McArthur, Wesley 
Subject: RE: Application 863890 - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights 

Could you please email us your full postal address in order for me to log this rep 

Kind regards 

Kirty Read  
Processing Manager 
Southwark Council | Licensing | Regulatory Services  
Tel: 0207 525 5748 | Fax: 020 7525 5705 
EHTS Helpline: 020 7525 4261 | Call Centre: 020 7525 2000 
Email: licensing@southwark.gov.uk 

In future if you wish to submit an application, a quicker way would be to apply online 

Postal Address: 
Licensing Team | 3rd Floor, Hub 1 | PO Box 64529 | London | SE1P 5LX 

Visitor's Address: 
160 Tooley Street | London | SE1 2QH 

From:   
Sent: Saturday, August 11, 2018 3:29 PM 

To: Regen, Licensing 

Cc: McArthur, Wesley 
Subject: Re: Application 863890 - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights 

Get Outlook for iOS 
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Party 7 

From: McCallum, Hamish  

Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2018 6:11 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing 

Subject: Application 863890 - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights 

Dear Licensing Department, 

I write to make a formal objection to the aforementioned licensing application for an event in 
Southwark Park between November to January. 

I make this objection on the basis of the preventing crime and disorder, and preventing public 
nuisance. 

The proposal is for a winter wonderland style event in the northern part of Southwark Park 
operating between 15:00-22:00 seven days per week. This area is mere metres from hundreds of 
residential properties (primarily the Kirby Estate and Slippers Place Estate) within North Bermondsey 
ward. 

I share the concerns of residents that this proposed licensed activity will cause considerable noise 
and nuisance which will impact the amenity of local residents. This part of Southwark Park is located 
close to two major estates with several hundred council properties (many of which back onto the 
park). The application includes live and recorded music being played outdoors and the supply of 
alcohol in an exposed environment. The noise which is likely to be emitted from this site and 
activities will have no sound barrier and cause considerable public nuisance. 

Concerns have also been raised about crime and disorder. This is already an area with considerable 
crime and anti-social behaviour issues. The likely effects of hundreds or thousands of revellers 
leaving the park at 10pm every day in search of a local pub/bar will have a major effect on crime and 
disorder on local streets. There have historically been violent incidents at the end of public events 
held in Southwark Park and events such as the firework display are now heavily protected by 
security and stewards. There is currently a lack of assurance that the same provisions and 
requirements would apply to this event. 

Finally, I am also concerned about the lack of consultation about this license application. It is my 
understanding that a notice should be displayed for 28 days. I have been informed by residents who 
live adjacent to the site that they have not seen such a notice anywhere within or around the park. 
Furthermore, given the outdoor nature of this proposed event, any notice within the park itself is 
insufficient to ensure full consultation with the residents living immediately outside of the park. I 
would like to request that the consultation period be extended and the licensing department to take 
steps to ensure that ALL local residents living immediately next to this section of the park have been 
informed directly of the proposal and the means of responding. 

I would appreciate information regarding the date that the licensing committee will consider this 
application and I will endeavour to attend that sub-committee meeting. If I am unable to attend, I 
will ask one of my ward colleagues (Anood Al-Samerai or Eliza Mann) to attend in my place. 

I would be grateful for confirmation that this objection has been received and recorded in time. 

Kind regards, 
Hamish 
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Councillor Hamish McCallum 
North Bermondsey Ward  
Liberal Democrat Group Whip 

Southwark Council, 160 Tooley Street, London 
hamish.mccallum@southwark.gov.uk 
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From: McArthur, Wesley  

Sent: Friday, August 17, 2018 5:53 PM 
To: 

Cc: McCallum, Hamish 
Subject: Application for a time limited premises licence - Southwark Park Lantern & Lights, 

Southwark Park North Section, Gomm Road, London, SE16 2TX (our ref: 863890) 

Importance: High 

Dear Local residents & Cllr McCallum, 

From the applicant please find attached responses to your representations, a copy of the operating 
scheduled of the application (which includes measures that shall form the basis legally enforceable 
conditions on any premises licence issued subsequent to the application) and a plan of the proposed 
layout of the event. 

If you have any further comments, wish to withdraw your representation or wish your 
representation to be considered as submitted please return them to me ASAP. 

Regards, 

Wesley McArthur  
Principal Enforcement Officer  
London Borough of Southwark  
E-mail: wesley.mcarthur@southwark.gov.uk  
General: licensing@southwark.gov.uk  
Phone: 020 7525 5779  
Fax: 020 7525 5705  
Address: Licensing, Health & Safety, Hub 1, 3rd Floor, 160 Tooley Street, SE1 2QH 

https://www.southwark.gov.uk/community-safety/let-s-talk-about-women-s-safety 
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Continental Drifts Ltd 

Responses to Premises license – Southwark Park Lantern & Lights Festival (ref 
863890) 

Party 1 
Prevention of public nuisance licensing objective 
Thank you for emailing with regards to the license for this event. Our plan is to ensure 
the event causes as little disturbance to local residents as possible. I have discussed 
with the council events team the location of your memorial service and we do not think 
our activity will interfere with your service. We will be happy to liaise with you in terms 
of timings and noise bleed from our activity. 
The plan for the event is not to be a loud or noisy stage. It is a lantern walk which has 
a sound system designed to just animate the lantern walk. The tannoy system will be 
inward facing to provide sound to the lanterns themselves.  
The stage programme has not yet been programmed however this will be local 
community groups, school choirs etc…rather than noisy bands. We will note that your 
service is Wednesday 5th December and make sure we do not programme any stage 
activity during your service timings of 6.30pm-8.15pm. 
We will be happy to meet you on site on the day of your event to check noise levels 
for the tannoy system so they are acceptable to you and ensure your service is not 
disturbed by our sound track. 
We value your feedback and hope we can work together to make this work for both 
parties. 
If you would like to you would be more than welcome to attend the next meeting 11th 
September at 7pm at Southwark Park Office to discuss your concerns further. 
There will a leaflet drop nearer the time to all nearby by residents where there will also 
have a dedicated number to call for any noise or other nuisances associated with 
Lantern Festival 
We hope that we have alleviated some of your concerns and would be happy to 
discuss any outstanding issues with you further should you wish to. 
Kind Regards 

Mandy Janes 
Continental Drifts 

Party 2 
Thank you for your email regarding the license application for Southwark park Lantern 
and Lights Festival. I understand you have concerns regarding the provision of alcohol 
at the event. I want to assure you that the event is not planned to be a heavy drinking 
event. It is not in the same style as the Printworks or Bermondsey/ Rotherhithe 
Festivals.  
The event itself is a family focussed lantern walk with the theme of Alice in 
Wonderland. It is aimed at families as much as groups of people wishing to attend a 
cultural experience. The event will be sold in 2 hour sessions allowing people the 
opportunity to experience the lantern walk. The lanterns will be accompanied by a 
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sound track played on a tannoy system. At the end of the lantern experience there will 
be food and drinks providers. There will be a bar selling a selection of drinks as well 
as mulled wine/ cider. We envisage patrons will stay and have a bite to eat but not 
stay for hours drinking at the event due to the weather as the market area is outside.  
The last session finishes at 10pm and we will have security personnel to ensure 
guests leave quietly from the area. There would not be more than 2000 people 
maximum leaving the event site at the last session. We also have CCTV available 
within the event area for added security. 
 
We hope this response satisfies your concerns however we will be happy to discuss 
the matter further at your convenience.   
If you would like to you would be more than welcome to attend the next meeting 11th 
September at 7pm at Southwark Park Office to discuss your concerns further. 
There will a leaflet drop nearer the time to all nearby by residents where there will also 
have a dedicated number to call for any noise or other nuisances associated with 
Lantern Festival 
We hope that we have alleviated some of your concerns and would be happy to 
discuss any outstanding issues with you further should you wish to. 
Kind Regards 
 
Mandy Janes 
Continental Drifts 
 
Party 3 
Thank you for your email regarding the license application for Southwark park Lantern 
and Lights Festival. I understand you have concerns regarding the prevention of crime 
and disorder and preventing public nuisance. 
Firstly I want to alleviate your concerns over the description of the event. It is not 
anywhere near the scale of Winter Wonderland. The event itself is a lantern walk 
based on the theme of Alice Wonderland. We hope the event will appeal to family 
audiences as well as groups of people looking to attend a cultural experience. The 
event will be sold in 2-hour time slots where guests will be able to experience the 
lantern walk which will be accompanied by a sound track played from a tannoy 
system. At the end of this there will be food and drinks available in our market area. 
There is a stage planned for the bandstand. This will be local community 
programming from school choirs, local musicians and groups wishing to perform. This 
will not be a blaring music stage taking place from 3pm-10pm every day. There will be 
more activity planned for the weekend events however we do not plan for this to be 
activity that would disturb local residents. 
We have planned for the PA system to be directed towards Jamaica Road alleviating 
any noise bleed to local residents. The tannoy system speakers will all face inwards 
and be focussed on the individual lanterns as background music. We do not consider 
this will cause disturbances for local residents. Noise will be monitored at both our 
external fence-line as well as at the nearest properties surrounding the park to ensure 
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there is no noise bleed at the event. This will be monitored every day throughout the 
live events. 
In terms of alcohol sales there will be bars at the event within the market area at the 
end of the lantern walk. This is so patrons can enjoy food and drink at the end of the 
lantern experience. We do not envisage this being an opportunity for heavy drinkers. 
We envisage that most people will leave the park within a 2-hour period from arrival 
due to the weather, as our market area is all outside. We have security and stewards 
as well as signage to ensure people leave the site quickly and quietly. There would be 
a maximum of 2000 people leaving the site at the end of the event. We also have 
CCTV available within the event area for added security. 
 
Please be assured we are certainly not expecting the audience to be revellers and 
assure you we have SIA security provisions in place to deal with any incidents at the 
event. 
I can assure you we have followed to the letter, the format of applying for a premises 
license. Blue notices have been displayed around the north section of the park since 
3rd August as well as a newspaper advert placed in Southwark News. We have also 
held Stakeholder engagement meetings to go through the plans for the event in the 
Park Office. If you would like to you would be more welcome to attend the next 
meeting 11th September at 7pm at Southwark Park Office to discuss your concerns 
further. 
There will a leaflet drop nearer the time to all nearby by residents where there will also 
have a dedicated number to call for any noise or other nuisances associated with 
Lantern Festival 
We hope that we have alleviated some of your concerns and would be happy to 
discuss any outstanding issues with you further should you wish to. 
Kind Regards 
 
Mandy Janes 
Continental Drifts 
 
Party 4 
Thank you for your email regarding the license application for Southwark park Lantern 
and Lights Festival. I understand you have concerns regarding the provision public 
nuisance. 
Firstly I want to alleviate your concerns over the description of the event. The event 
itself is a lantern walk based on the theme of Alice Wonderland. We hope the event 
will appeal to family audiences as well as groups of people looking to attend a cultural 
experience. The event will be sold in 2 hour time slots where guests will be able to 
experience the lantern walk which will be accompanied by a sound track played from 
a tannoy system. At the end of this there will be food and drinks available in our 
market area. 
There is a stage planned for the bandstand. This will be local community 
programming from school choirs, local musicians and groups wishing to perform. This 
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will not be a blaring music stage taking place from 3pm-10pm every day. There will be 
more activity planned for the weekend events however we do not plan for this to be 
activity that would disturb local residents. 
We have planned for the PA system to be directed towards Jamaica Road alleviating 
any noise bleed to local residents. The tannoy system speakers will all face inwards 
and be focussed on the individual lanterns as background music. We do not consider 
this will cause disturbances for local residents. Noise will be monitored at both our 
external fence-line as well as at the nearest properties surrounding the park to ensure 
there is no noise bleed at the event. This will be monitored every day throughout the 
live events. 
In terms of alcohol sales there will be bars at the event within the market area at the 
end of the lantern walk. This is so patrons can enjoy food and drink at the end of the 
lantern experience. We do not envisage this being an opportunity for heavy drinkers. 
We envisage that most people will leave the park within a 2-hour period from arrival 
due to the weather, as our market area is all outside. We have security and stewards 
as well as signage to ensure people leave the site quickly and quietly. There would be 
a maximum of 2000 people leaving the site at the end of the event. We also have 
CCTV available within the event area for added security. 
 
Please be assured we are certainly not expecting the audience to be revellers and 
assure you we have SIA security provisions in place to deal with any incidents at the 
event. 
If you would like to you would be more than welcome to attend the next meeting 11th 
September at 7pm at Southwark Park Office to discuss your concerns further. 
There will a leaflet drop nearer the time to all nearby by residents where there will also 
have a dedicated number to call for any noise or other nuisances associated with 
Lantern Festival 
We hope that we have alleviated some of your concerns and would be happy to 
discuss any outstanding issues with you further should you wish to. 
Kind Regards 
 
Mandy Janes 
Continental Drifts 
 
Party 5 
Thank you for your email regarding the license application for Southwark park Lantern 
and Lights Festival. I understand you have concerns regarding the event. I will try to 
address your concerns below: 
Firstly I want to alleviate your concerns over the description of the event. The event 
itself is a lantern walk based on the theme of Alice Wonderland. We hope the event 
will appeal to family audiences as well as groups of people looking to attend a cultural 
experience. The event will be sold in 2 hour time slots where guests will be able to 
experience the lantern walk which will be accompanied by a sound track played from 
a tannoy system. At the end of this there will be food and drinks available in our 
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market area. The event itself will run for 6 weeks not the 10 you suggest. The live 
dates will be 21st November – 6th January with build of the event and de rig taking 
place either side. 
There is a stage planned for the bandstand. This will be local community 
programming from school choirs, local musicians and groups wishing to perform. This 
will not be a blaring music stage taking place from 3pm-10pm every day. There will be 
more activity planned for the weekend events however we do not plan for this to be 
activity that would disturb local residents. 
We have planned for the PA system to be directed towards Jamaica Road alleviating 
any noise bleed to local residents. The tannoy system speakers will all face inwards 
and be focussed on the individual lanterns as background music. We do not consider 
this will cause disturbances for local residents. Noise will be monitored at both our 
external fence-line as well as at the nearest properties surrounding the park to ensure 
there is no noise bleed at the event. This will be monitored every day throughout the 
live events. 
In terms of alcohol sales there will be bars at the event within the market area at the 
end of the lantern walk. This is so patrons can enjoy food and drink at the end of the 
lantern experience. We do not envisage this being an opportunity for heavy drinkers. 
We envisage that most people will leave the park within a 2-hour period from arrival 
due to the weather, as our market area is all outside. We have security and stewards 
as well as signage to ensure people leave the site quickly and quietly. There would be 
a maximum of 2000 people leaving the site at the end of the event. We also have 
CCTV available within the event area for added security. 
 
We are not aiming to attract a heavy drinking crowd. As aforementioned it is aimed at 
people looking to experience a cultural activity and families. There is no draw at the 
event to attract people who would be interested in drug taking or heavy drinking so 
hopefully some of your concerns will be alleviated due to audience demographic. 
We will be advertising in all print and online media that guests to the event should 
take public transport and we envisage most will come to either Bermondsey or 
Canada Water train stations. 
We are doing our utmost to ensure the park is left how we find it. We are laying track 
mat for the entire lantern route so there is limited damage to the ground with footfall. 
Any area where vehicles need to drive on the grass will be covered by trakway. A 
dedicated event waste management company will be employed at the event to ensure 
litter is cleared daily. This will include the event perimeter. We are adding security 
lighting for the event to ensure egress of the event is safe. We will write a dedicated 
event safety management plan and also employ SIA security staff to manage the 
event 24 hours a day from arrival on site to the day we leave including overnight 
provision. 
I can assure you we have followed to the letter, the format of applying for a premises 
license. Blue notices have been displayed around the north section of the park since 
3rd August as well as a newspaper advert placed in Southwark News. We have also 
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held Stakeholder engagement meetings to go through the plans for the event in the 
Park Office.  
We hope this response has alleviated some of your concerns, If you would like to you 
would be more than welcome to attend the next meeting on 11th September at 7pm at 
Southwark Park Office.  
There will a leaflet drop nearer the time to all nearby by residents where there will also 
have a dedicated number to call for any noise or other nuisances associated with 
Lantern Festival 
Or if this is not convenient we would be more than happy to discuss this further with 
you. 
Kind Regards 
Mandy Janes 
Continental Drifts 
 
Party 6 
Thank you for your email regarding the license application for Southwark park Lantern 
and Lights Festival. I understand you have concerns regarding the prevention of crime 
and disorder and public nuisance. 
Firstly I want to alleviate your concerns over the description of the event. The event 
itself is a lantern walk based on the theme of Alice Wonderland. We hope the event 
will appeal to family audiences as well as groups of people looking to attend a cultural 
experience. The event will be sold in 2-hour time slots where guests will be able to 
experience the lantern walk which will be accompanied by a sound track played from 
a tannoy system. At the end of this there will be food and drinks available in our 
market area. The event itself will run for 6 weeks not the 10 you suggest. The live 
dates will be 21st November – 6th January with build of the event and de rig taking 
place either side. 
There is a stage planned for the bandstand. This will be local community 
programming from school choirs, local musicians and groups wishing to perform. This 
will not be a blaring music stage taking place from 3pm-10pm every day. There will be 
more activity planned for the weekend events however we do not plan for this to be 
activity that would disturb local residents. 
We have planned for the PA system to be directed towards Jamaica Road alleviating 
any noise bleed to local residents. The tannoy system speakers will all face inwards 
and be focussed on the individual lanterns as background music. We do not consider 
this will cause disturbances for local residents. Noise will be monitored at both our 
external fence-line as well as at the nearest properties surrounding the park to ensure 
there is no noise bleed at the event. This will be monitored every day throughout the 
live events. 
In terms of alcohol sales there will be bars at the event within the market area at the 
end of the lantern walk. This is so patrons can enjoy food and drink at the end of the 
lantern experience. We do not envisage this being an opportunity for heavy drinkers. 
We envisage that most people will leave the park within a 2-hour period from arrival 
due to the weather, as our market area is all outside. We have security and stewards 
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as well as signage to ensure people leave the site quickly and quietly. There would be 
a maximum of 2000 people leaving the site at the end of the event. We also have 
CCTV available within the event area for added security. 
 
We are not aiming to attract a heavy drinking crowd. As aforementioned it is aimed at 
people looking to experience a cultural activity and families. There is no draw at the 
event to attract people who would be interested in drug taking or heavy drinking so 
hopefully some of your concerns will be alleviated due to audience demographic. 
I can assure you we have followed to the letter, the format of applying for a premises 
license. Blue notices have been displayed around the north section of the park since 
3rd August as well as a newspaper advert placed in Southwark News. We have also 
held Stakeholder engagement meetings to go through the plans for the event in the 
Park Office.  
We hope this response has alleviated some of your concerns, If you would like to you 
would be more than welcome to attend the next meeting on 11th September at 7pm at 
Southwark Park Office.  
Or if this is not convenient we would be more than happy to discuss this further with 
you. 
There will a leaflet drop nearer the time to all nearby by residents where there will also 
have a dedicated number to call for any noise or other nuisances associated with 
Lantern Festival 
Kind Regards 
 
Mandy Janes 
Continental Drifts 
 
Party 7 
Duplicate letter? 
Thank you for your email regarding the license application for Southwark park Lantern 
and Lights Festival. I understand you have concerns regarding the prevention of crime 
and disorder and public nuisance. 
Firstly I want to alleviate your concerns over the description of the event. The event 
itself is a lantern walk based on the theme of Alice Wonderland. We hope the event 
will appeal to family audiences as well as groups of people looking to attend a cultural 
experience. The event will be sold in 2-hour time slots where guests will be able to 
experience the lantern walk which will be accompanied by a sound track played from 
a tannoy system. At the end of this there will be food and drinks available in our 
market area. The event itself will run for 6 weeks not the 10 you suggest. The live 
dates will be 21st November – 6th January with build of the event and de rig taking 
place either side. 
There is a stage planned for the bandstand. This will be local community 
programming from school choirs, local musicians and groups wishing to perform. This 
will not be a blaring music stage taking place from 3pm-10pm every day. There will be 
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more activity planned for the weekend events however we do not plan for this to be 
activity that would disturb local residents. 
We have planned for the PA system to be directed towards Jamaica Road alleviating 
any noise bleed to local residents. The tannoy system speakers will all face inwards 
and be focussed on the individual lanterns as background music. We do not consider 
this will cause disturbances for local residents. Noise will be monitored at both our 
external fence-line as well as at the nearest properties surrounding the park to ensure 
there is no noise bleed at the event. This will be monitored every day throughout the 
live events. 
In terms of alcohol sales there will be bars at the event within the market area at the 
end of the lantern walk. This is so patrons can enjoy food and drink at the end of the 
lantern experience. We do not envisage this being an opportunity for heavy drinkers. 
We envisage that most people will leave the park within a 2-hour period from arrival 
due to the weather, as our market area is all outside. We have security and stewards 
as well as signage to ensure people leave the site quickly and quietly. There would be 
a maximum of 2000 people leaving the site at the end of the event. We also have 
CCTV available within the event area for added security. 
 
We are not aiming to attract a heavy drinking crowd. As aforementioned it is aimed at 
people looking to experience a cultural activity and families. There is no draw at the 
event to attract people who would be interested in drug taking or heavy drinking so 
hopefully some of your concerns will be alleviated due to audience demographic. 
I can assure you we have followed to the letter, the format of applying for a premises 
license. Blue notices have been displayed around the north section of the park since 
3rd August as well as a newspaper advert placed in Southwark News. We have also 
held Stakeholder engagement meetings to go through the plans for the event in the 
Park Office.  
We hope this response has alleviated some of your concerns, If you would like to you 
would be more than welcome to attend the next meeting on 11th September at 7pm at 
Southwark Park Office.  
Or if this is not convenient we would be more than happy to discuss this further with 
you. 
There will a leaflet drop nearer the time to all nearby by residents where there will also 
have a dedicated number to call for any noise or other nuisances associated with 
Lantern Festival 
Kind Regards 
 
Mandy Janes 
Continental Drifts 
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Southwark Park Lights – Licensing Objectives. 

 

 

Please list here steps you will take to promote all four licensing objectives together. 

Continental Drifts will: devise the following paperwork and procedures 

Event Management Plan  

Security Operational Plan  

Attend SAG meeting 

Emergency Liasion Team, with regular meetings  

Ticketing allocation  

Fencing & Barriers  

Security and Stewarding management, conditions of entry  

Signage, lighting, radio communications  

NEBOSH qualified health and safety officer, site inspections prior to opening daily, CDM Regulations  

First aid & Welfare  

Waste Management, Noise Management, Crowd Management 

Environmental Policy & Ecology Survey  

Emergency Protocols & Intervention Procedures 

Fire Safety, Emergency Procedures and Medical Provision 

Children and Vulnerable Persons Protection Plan 

Challenge 25 

Risk Assessment  

 

b) the prevention of crime and disorder 

 

Southwark Park Lantern & Lights Festival 2018 will work in conjunction with Southwark council and 

local authority’s to minimise crime and disorder at the event. Following Safety Advisor Group 

meetings, the festival organisers are in the process of developing detailed plans and procedures to 

ensure crime is kept at a minimum in the form of the Event Management Plan.  

 

There will be a strong onsite security presence through out the event with bag searches at the main 

entrance. Conditions of entry will be in place to ensure visitors safety, with security enforcing a zero-

tolerance policy on anti-social behaviour. The event itself will be barriered off from the public with 

one access into and out of the festival, the purpose of barriers is to provide physical security and 

prevent the build up of crowd pressures. Adequate lighting and signage will be situated around the 

festival along with stewards ensuring there is a free flow of the public during the event.  Southwark 

Park Lantern and Lights festival will follow a crowd management plan to ensure adequate means of 

escape in the event of an emergency. A detailed security plan will be presented from Security Nation 

Ltd. 

 

c) Public safety  

 

First aid and Welfare facilities will be available for public, staff and contractors for the duration of 

the build, de-rig and live event We will have a NEBOSH qualified health and safety officer on site 

during the event build to oversee health and safety procedures and advise on best practice. All staff 

will be briefed on our safety policy and issued with relevant PPE. Continental Drifts operate a CDM 
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regulated site and all contractors will be asked to sign the site rules and regulations on arrival on 

site.  Admission to backstage and production facilities will be by pass only. Security will be positioned 

at key areas to protect equipment, maintain exit routes, maintain emergency routes, monitor and 

control pedestrian flow and provide continuous update of events around the site to Security Control. 

Backstage areas will be fenced so public can not access them. All generators and fragile or dangerous 

areas will be fenced. An inspection of the site and facilities will be made before the event is opened 

to the public. The inspection will ensure the integrity of the site infrastructure and that the site is 

suitable to admit members of the public. The main arena will be completed and ready for inspection 

other than for minor details by 14:00 on the day preceding the event where any modifications or 

remedial work will be agreed between the relevant responsible authorities, safety manager and site 

manager. The site will be designed to ensure it has adequate means of escape in the event of an 

emergency, allows for the free flow of the public during the event and avoids creation of bottlenecks 

and even out crowd densities. Stewards and security will be situated throughout the event managing 

crowd control and monitoring crowd atmosphere. Emergency Protocols & Intervention Procedure 

plans for weather, accidents, critical accidents, bomb threats, acid attacks and HVM will be in place 

for the duration of the event. Local police, fire and ambulance authorities are aware of the event 

and will be on standby to assist where necessary.  

d) the prevention of public nuisance

Southwark Park Lantern & Lights festival will only operate during standard working hours to avoid 

noise nuisance. Security will be assisting the public in leaving the event and ensuring that this is done 

with minimum disturbance to neighbours of the site. Noise management plans will be implemented 

for the duration of the event with a designated individual monitoring decidable levels for the event 

ensuring noise levels as kept to an acceptable amount. Guidance will be sought from officers of the 

Council on measures that can be taken to reduce noise leakage from event sites, with any complaint 

passed on by the Council dealt with promptly. A specialist waste management company will manage 

the onsite waste. They will sort recycling and food waste in a designated area. Daily waste clearance 

will take place during the event closed period to ensure the site is cleared of rubbish each day. There 

will also be litter pickers during the events. They will remove all rubbish from the site by 11th 

January 2019. An ecology study will be carried out for the event, to address any environmental 

concerns within the park.   

Visitors will be asked to leave the site quietly. 

e) the protection of children from harm

Young children will require adult supervision to be granted access to the event. Southwark Park 

Lantern & Lights Festival will operate a strict Children and Vulnerable Persons Protection Plan, where 

by ensuring all missing children are safely returned to their guardians. All lost children managers 

have valid DBS checks. To re-unite a parent / carer with their child / vulnerable person, the parent 

must give a full and accurate description of that person. If no-one has claimed the child after 2 hours 

they should be handed over to the police. No under-age persons will be sold alcohol at the event, a 

challenge 25 policy will be in place.  
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Appendix D – copy of premises licence number 10878 

Premises licence number 10878 

 Part 1 - Premises details 

Postal address of premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description 

SOUTHWARK PARK 
Hawkstone Road 
SE16 2PE 

Ordnance survey map reference (if applicable): 178968535583 

Post town 
London 

Post code 
SE16 2PE 

Telephone number 

Where the licence is time limited the dates 

Live music 
Recorded Music - Indoors 
Performance of Dance - Indoors 
Entertainment Similar to live/recorded music - Indoors 

The opening hours of the premises. For any non standard timings see Annex 2 

Monday  08:00 - 22:00 
Tuesday     08:00 - 22:00 
Wednesday    08:00 - 22:00 
Thursday     08:00 - 22:00 
Friday     08:00 - 22:00 
Saturday       08:00 - 22:00 
Sunday        08:00 - 22:00 

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol whether these are on and/ or off supplies

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities. For any non standard timings
see Annex 2 of the full premises licence

Plays - Indoors 
Monday      10:00 - 21:00 
Tuesday      10:00 - 21:00 
Wednesday        10:00 - 21:00 
Thursday     10:00 - 21:00 

Environmental Health & Trading Standards 
Licensing Unit 

Chaplin Centre 
Thurlow Street 

London SE17 2DG 

APPENDIX D
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Friday                 10:00 - 22:00 
Saturday             10:00 - 22:00 
Sunday               11:00 - 21:00 
 
Films - Indoors 
Monday              10:00 - 21:00 
Tuesday             10:00 - 21:00 
Wednesday        10:00 - 21:00 
Thursday            10:00 - 21:00 
Friday                 10:00 - 22:00 
Saturday             10:00 - 22:00 
Sunday               11:00 - 21:00 
 
Live Music - Indoors 
Monday              10:00 - 21:00 
Tuesday             10:00 - 21:00 
Wednesday        10:00 - 21:00 
Thursday            10:00 - 21:00 
Friday                 10:00 - 22:00 
Saturday             10:00 - 22:00 
Sunday               11:00 - 21:00 
 
Recorded Music - Indoors 
Monday              10:00 - 21:00 
Tuesday             10:00 - 21:00 
Wednesday        10:00 - 21:00 
Thursday            10:00 - 21:00 
Friday                 10:00 - 22:00 
Saturday             10:00 - 22:00 
Sunday               11:00 - 21:00 
 
Performance of Dance - Indoors 
Monday              10:00 - 21:00 
Tuesday             10:00 - 21:00 
Wednesday        10:00 - 21:00 
Thursday            10:00 - 21:00 
Friday                 10:00 - 22:00 
Saturday             10:00 - 22:00 
Sunday               11:00 - 21:00 
 
Entertainment Similar to live/recorded music - Indoors 
Monday              10:00 - 21:00 
Tuesday             10:00 - 21:00 
Wednesday        10:00 - 21:00 
Thursday            10:00 - 21:00 
Friday                 10:00 - 22:00 
Saturday             10:00 - 22:00 
Sunday               11:00 - 21:00 
 
Facilities for Making Music - Indoors 
Monday              10:00 - 21:00 
Tuesday             10:00 - 21:00 
Wednesday        10:00 - 21:00 
Thursday            10:00 - 21:00 
Friday                 10:00 - 22:00 
Saturday             10:00 - 22:00 
Sunday               11:00 - 21:00 
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Facilities for Dancing - Indoors 
Monday              10:00 - 21:00 
Tuesday             10:00 - 21:00 
Wednesday        10:00 - 21:00 
Thursday            10:00 - 21:00 
Friday                 10:00 - 22:00 
Saturday             10:00 - 22:00 
Sunday               11:00 - 21:00 
 
Provisions Similar to making music and dancing - indoors 
Monday              10:00 - 21:00 
Tuesday             10:00 - 21:00 
Wednesday        10:00 - 21:00 
Thursday            10:00 - 21:00 
Friday                 10:00 - 22:00 
Saturday             10:00 - 22:00 
Sunday               11:00 - 21:00 
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Part 2  
  
Name, (registered) address, telephone number and email (where relevant) of holder of premises 
licence  
Southwark Council 
Events Team 
CLLL 
3rd Floor Hub 2 
160 Tooley Street 
London 
SE1 2TZ 

  

 

Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where applicable) 
 

Name, address and telephone number of designated premises supervisor where the premises 
licence authorises for the supply of alcohol  
 

Personal licence number and issuing authority of personal licence held by designated premises 
supervisor where the premises licence authorises for the supply of alcohol  
Licence No.  
Authority   

 
 
Licence Issue date 16/01/2007 
  

 
 

…...………………………………. 
Environmental Health & Trading 

Standards Business Unit Manager  
Chaplin Centre 
Thurlow Street 

London SE17 2DG  
020 7525 5748 

licensing@southwark.gov.uk
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Annex 1 - Mandatory conditions  
 

102 The admission of children to films given under this licence must be restricted in accordance with the 

recommendations of the British Board of Film Classification or of the licensing authority itself 

103 Where a film is to be submitted for classification to the licensing authority, the cinema or venue operator 

must submit the film intended for exhibition to the authority at least 28 days prior to the first date upon which 

the film is intended to be exhibi ted 

104 Where a programme includes a film in the 12a, 15 or 18 category no person appearing to be under the 

age of 12 (and unaccompanied in that case), 15 or 18 as appropriate shall be admitted to any part of the 

programme; and the licence holder shall display in  a conspicuous position a notice in the following terms 

-"PERSONS UNDER THE AGE OF (INSERT APPROPRIATE AGE) CANNOT BE ADMITTED TO ANY 

PART OF THE PROGRAMME" 

Where films of different categories form part of the same programme, the notice shall refer to t he old stage 

restriction. This condition does not apply to members of staff under the relevant age while on duty provided 

that the prior written consent of the person's parents or legal guardian has first been obtained 

105 Immediately before each exhibition at the premises of a film passed by the British Board of Film 

Classification there shall be on screen for at least five seconds in such a manner as to be easily read by all 

persons in the auditorium a reproduction of the  certificate of the Board or, as regards a trailer advertising a 

film, of the statement approved by the Board indicating the category of the film 

106 Immediately before each exhibition at the premises of a film passed by the licensing authority notices 

shall be displayed both inside and outside of the premises so that persons entering can readily read them 

and be aware of the Category attached to any film or trailer 

107 Any individual carrying out security activities at the premises must be licensed by the Security Industry 

Authority. This does not apply where the premises are being used primarily as a Qualifying Club under a 

Club Premises Certificate, under a Temporary Event Notice, or primarily as a cinema, restaurant or theatre 
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 Annex 2 - Conditions consistent with the operating Schedule  
  
112 That on days when licensable activity is taking place, the park will close at sunset. 

340 All events will adhere to the restrictions as per the Events Policy. 

a) Proposed events will be in line with the Council's overall aims and objectives for culture as set out in 

"Southwark @ the Centre –Strategy and Priorities for Arts, Culture and Heritage" 

b) Any damage to sites will be minimised and restoration carried out in a proper and timely fashion 

c) The following criteria will be used to determine whether approval will be given to a specific event. These 

criteria should be read alongside the application process to ensure compliance with the objectives of the 

Events Policy and the requirements for holding an event: 

Security and public safety issues 

Effect on the fabric of the area and damage limitation 

Effect of event on regular users of public spaces, stakeholders and local residents 

Timing of the event 

Size of location, numbers attending or numbers estimated to attend 

impact on transport infrastructure to support the event. e.g. parking, 

increased use of public transport an d road closures. Quality of the event 

The creation of opportunities for local participation 

The ability to demonstrate commitment to Southwark Council's Equal Opportunities Statement. 

The ability to demonstrate the capacity of the organisers to effectively plan, manage and control the event. 

The ability to demonstrate the impact of the event on local business. 

No financial risk to London Borough of Southwark Legal constraints 

All events will meet any further criteria set out in conditions specific to the location of the event. 

d) Upon receiving any applications for events consultation will be carried out with internal and external 

partners, including appropriate responsible authorities. The level of consultation is dependent on the location 

of the event and the impact on its surroundings. The consultation process may include the following; 

Initial information is received by the Events Team to ensure it fits within the events policy. 

Comments will be sought from relevant internal departments. Opinion may be sought from the Metropolitan 

Police. Local Ward Councillors will be alerted to and consulted about a proposed event. 

The relevant level of external consultation will occur 

If objections are received through the public consultation, conciliation is offered where appropriate. 

In case of continued dispute the Strategic Director of Environment and Leisure will make a final decision. 

e) Fly posting by event organisers shall be discouraged and if it can be directly linked to any event occur, the 

event's organiser will be deemed in breach of their contract with the Council and will subsequently incur any 

associated costs arising through the Council having to remove such material. Where possible, prosecutions 

will be taken and future applications from offenders will not be accepted. 

Event organisers must inform Council officers of all event advertising, prior to the commencement of 

advertising. The organisers must identify the following: 

Advertising schedule and process 

Methods of advertising 

Publications and volume 
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Radio stations 

Poster board sites 

f) The following restrictions to the siting of events near trees will apply: 

Organisers will adhere to the protection of the borough's current tree stock accordingly 

No structure shall touch or interfere with any tree canopy 

No tree or shrub should be pruned without authorisation 

No exhausts from heaters, generators, etc. shall be positioned next to the base of trees and where possible, 

exhausts shall be directed away from the tree canopy. 

Nothing shall be attached to trees. 

Any damage to trees as a direct result of the event shall be charged to the organiser. 

g) Transport - Event organisers must inform Southwark Council's Highways and Parking departments and 

Transport for London and act on any appropriate guidance. A Transport Infrastructure Plan should be 

drawn up and submitted as part of the application process. 

h) Temporary Events Notice (TEN) or Time-limited Premises Licence may be required by event organisers. 

In these circumstances any hire agreement will be conditional on a license being granted. Equally, the 

issue of a TEN or time limited premises licence does not itself constitute permission to use the land. 

i) Waste Management - event organisers to be solely responsible for the clearance and maximum avoidance 

of waste. In addition, the council expects organisers to promote and facilitate recycling methods as its 

first option of waste management before waste disposal. 

k) Environmental Protection - Every effort should be made to minimise environmental impact and maximise 

the 'green' production of events through the use of recyclable and/or reusable sustainable products and 

materials, e.g. Minimising power consumption, bio-diesel generators and recycled cups and plates. 

l) Normal Service Levels are provided by the London Borough of Southwark for the day-to-day maintenance, 

upkeep and cleaning of public areas. All increases in these service levels will result in costs being charged 

directly to event organisers. These details are outlined in the application process. 

m) Provisional bookings will only be accepted following submission of a completed application form. 

n) Each event must ensure that health and safety legislation is adhered to through the organisers and sub-

contractors and that high standards are ensured for both audience and workers. Event organisers will need 

to ensure that they have developed processes for and that all documentation be available to the London 

Borough  of Southwark Events Manager or representative on request a minimum of 2 weeks prior to the 

event. 

Documents required will be: 

Crowd Management Plan 

Emergency Control Plan 

Risk Assessments 

Method Statements 

Equal Opportunity Statement 

Fire  Procedures 

Event Communication Plan 

Medical Plan 
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Transport Infrastructure Plan 

Lost Child Procedure 

Food Hygiene Certificates 

Waste Management Plan 

Environmental Impact Assessment Site Plans 

Access (& interpretation) provision 

Publi c Liability Insurance 

Timetable and event description/line-up 

Marketing Plan 

o) Regulations  - All events must conform to: 

The Event Safety Guide: A guide to health, safety an welfare at music and similar events HSG 195 

Health and safety at Work Act 1974 

Management Regulations 1999, and advice given in HG65 The Principles of Safety Management. 

RIDDOR 1995 

The Children's Act 1989 

Fire Precautions Act 1971 

Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 

London Borough of Southwark Open Spaces Bylaws 

341 a) A limited amount of firework displays are permitted.  However in the event of any form of pyrotechnic 

special effects to be used, full details must be provided in time for full public consultation to occur 

b) In the event of the showing of a rated film or sale of alcohol under an additional licence on the grounds, 

appropriate signage and advance notice of the event and controlled entry shall be in place; 

proof of age shall be requested 

c) For small size events, there shall be a maximum of 20 per calendar year of up to 500 attendees 

d) There shall be a minimum time of 21 days between event for Large (1) size events totalling 6 per calendar 

year of up to 2000 attendees 

e) There shall be a minimum of 21 days between events for Large (2, 3, 4) size events totalling 3 per 

calendar year of up to 4000, 6000, 8000 attendees respectively 

f) Only in exceptional circumstances will any changes be allowed to the permanent infrastructure of the site.  

Permission must be granted from the Park Manager a nd Events Manager 

g) Vehicle access shall be through Jamaica Gate, Southwark Park Road with the weight limit of 7.5 tons 

h) Parking is possible on the main carriageway or in Hawkstone Car Park which is a public car park for 

approximately 40 cars.  In order to close the car park or to restrict its usage during an event, full details must 

be made available within the application in order to give time for suitable notice for suitable public 

transportation 

i) All vehicle movement not on set roadways shall be minimised and agreed with London Borough of 

Southwark.  Vehicle shall travel at a maximum of 5 m.p.h 

j) All damages above reasonable wear and tear to physical infrastructure and environment will be reinstated 

and the cost charged directly to event organisers 

k) Events in Area A, Area B, Area C, Area D, Area E and Area F as shown on the appended site plan within 
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Southwark Park are not covered by these site conditions; as they are independently managed spaces. 

However if an events is deemed to be of a scale that does raise issues of public safety or will create 

significant environmental impact, advice and support may be sought from the Events Team 

l) The level of consultation is dependent on the size of the events; 

m) For small size event, the length of consultation would be flexible with consultation to Wards Councillors 

for Rotherhithe and the Chair of Friends of Southwark Park and internal department if necessary 

n) For Large (1, 2, 3, 4) size events, there would be a 28 days consultation to internal departments, Ward 

Councillors for Rotherhithe,local residents and traders associations and additional residents who have 

specifically requested consultation 
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Annex 3 - Conditions attached after a hearing by the licensing authority   
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Annex 4 - Plans   
 

Licence No. 010878 

Plan No. OT533 - SO 

Plan Date 19 April 2004 
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